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Abstract—With the advancement of the trusted execution environ-
ment (TEE) technologies, hardware-supported secure computing
becomes increasingly popular due to its efficiency. During the
protocol execution, typically, the players need to contact a third-
party server for remote attestation, ensuring the validity of the
involved trusted hardware component, such as Intel SGX, as well
as the integrity of the computation result. When the hardware
manufacturer is not fully trusted, sensitive information may be
leaked to the third-party server through backdoors, side-channels,
steganography, and kleptography, etc. In this work, we introduce
a new security notion called semi-trusted hardware model, where
the adversary is allowed to passively and/or maliciously corrupt
the hardware component. Therefore, she can learn the input of
the hardware component and might also tamper the output. We
show that two-party computation (2PC) can still be significantly
sped up in this new model. When the semi-trusted hardware is
instantiated by Intel SGX, to generate 10k random OT’s, our
protocol is 24X and 450X faster than the EMP-IKNP-ROT in the
LAN and WAN setting, respectively. For the AES-128, SHA-256,
and SHA-512 evaluation, our protocol is 4.9-5.4X and 40-46X faster
than the EMP-SH2PC in the LAN and WAN setting, respectively.
We also show how to achieve malicious security with little overhead.

1. Introduction

In secure multi-party computation (MPC), two or more play-
ers want to collectively compute a function and receive its output
without revealing their inputs to the other players. In the past
decades, MPC has gradually transitioned from theory to practice,
and it has been widely used in many security critical real-
world applications, such as private set intersection and secure
auction. In spite of its success, MPC is still not efficient for
complicated real-time tasks due to its computational overhead
and high communication cost. Meanwhile, recent development of
trusted execution environment (TEE) technologies, such as Intel
SGX and ARM TrustZone, enables a new approach for privacy-
preserving computation. Hardware-supported secure computing
can greatly accelerate an MPC process by avoiding expensive
cryptographic operations. However, this kind of construction in-
troduces additional hardware setup assumptions that require new
trust roots, e.g., Intel. Recent exposure of Intel source code [1]
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raises a security concern on possible backdoors contained in
its design. Moreover, many side-channel and micro-architecture
attacks [2]–[6] have been discovered to compromise the security
guarantees provided by trusted hardware components.

When the hardware manufacturer is not fully trusted, sen-
sitive information may be leaked through backdoors, side-
channels, steganography and kleptography, etc. For instance,
Intel SGX uses the remote attestation mechanism to ensure the
validity of the enclave execution environment and the integrity
of the computation result. More specifically, Intel’s (anonymous)
attestation is based on an anonymous group signature scheme
called Intel Enhanced Privacy ID (EPID) [7]. To verify that an
outcome is computed by a pre-agreed program in a genuine
SGX, Quoting Enclave (QE) will produce a quote by signing
the report with the group signature. The users then need to
contact the remote Intel Attestation Service (IAS) (or some
other alternative servers) for verification. If Intel is malicious,
sensitive information may be leaked from the SGX component to
the IAS through the signatures, using for example kleptography
techniques. (Currently, Intel SGX uses a 4000-bit RSA signature
scheme.) That means the input of SGX might be revealed to the
adversary during the protocol execution.

When the hardware provider is not allied with the MPC
participants, is it possible to still use potentially malicious leaky
hardware components to accelerate MPC executions with privacy
assurance?1 In this work, we answer this question affirmatively.

New model. We introduce a new semi-trusted hardware model,
where the adversary A is allowed to passively or maliciously
corrupt the hardware ideal functionality FHW. FHW is param-
eterized with a probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) interactive
Turing machine (ITM) M, which specifies its functionality. When
the hardware functionality FHW is passively corrupted, the ad-
versary A can learn all the incoming messages received by FHW;
when FHW is maliciously corrupted, in addition to leaning the
incoming messages, the adversary A can replace the original
M with an arbitrary ITM M∗; namely, A can fully control the
execution of FHW.

We formalize our model in the Universal Composibility (UC)
framework [8]. In this security framework, the adversary A is
allowed to control the network and corrupt some machines (ideal

1. In this work, we assume trusted hardware components can be securely
realized in the coming future, and we don’t address the information leakage
problem from SGX to the host PC during the execution via the side-channel
attacks.



functionalities and/or MPC players). In this work, we focus
on two-party computation. We circumvent some impossibility
results, and we introduce some restrictions to the environment
Z and the adversary A to enable efficient constructions. More
precisely, we assume the hardware manufacturer does not collude
with the MPC players; therefore, we restrict the adversary A to
only corrupt either the semi-trusted hardware functionality FHW
or the player(s) P1 (and/or P2). Notice that our model is different
from the server-aided model [9], where the server cannot be
maliciously corrupted. Therefore, protocols like authenticated
garbling [10] cannot be naively adopted in the malicious setting.
Moreover, our main observation is that FHW can be instantiated
by local trusted hardware components to save communication.
We note that our constructions can be easily modified to ensure
security in the scenario where P1 and FHW are colluding2;
while we don’t have an efficient solution to handle the collusion
between P2 and FHW yet, as this setting could be reduced to
standard two-party computation without assistance of FHW in
practice.
Our constructions. We propose a new type of two-party compu-
tation (2PC) protocols called silent MPC that uses semi-trusted
hardware to significantly reduce the communication between the
2PC players. The main idea is to use semi-trusted hardware
for those MPC computation that does not depend on the actual
protocol inputs; thus no sensitive information is leaked to the
hardware components. Take random OT (ROT) generation as an
example, assume the Receiver uses an SGX-enabled machine,
while there is no special hardware requirement to the Sender.
During the ROT protocol, the Sender only needs to send a ran-
dom seed k0

1 to the Receiver’s SGX enclave via a secure channel,
and the Receiver also sends a random seed k0

2 to the enclave
locally. Both parties can then generate polynomially many ROT
instances without any further communication. Namely, for a ROT
instance, the Sender locally computes R0

ctr ← PRFk01 (ctr, 0) and
R1

ctr ← PRFk01 (ctr, 1) from the seed k0
1 using some pseudo-

random function PRF, where ctr is the counter; meanwhile,
the SGX generates the ROT choice bit bctr from the seed k0

2

using some pseudo-random number generator PRG, and then
it computes Rbctrctr ← PRFk01 (i, bctr). The SGX locally outputs
{Rbctrctr }ctr to the Receiver.

For garbled circuit (GC) evaluation, the communication
between the 2PC players can also be dramatically reduced.
Similarly, we assume the GC Evaluator uses an SGX-enabled
machine, while there is no special hardware requirement to
the GC Garbler. Note that the main cost of a GC-based 2PC
protocol is the transmission of the garbled tables of the en-
tire circuit. Analogously, during the GC protocol, the Garbler
sends a random seed k1

1 to the Evaluator’s SGX enclave via
a secure channel. The SGX can then internally generate the

2. For instance, in the semi-honest setting, we just let P1 and P2 produce
ROT’s by themselves instead of using FHW; for malicious setting, we can use
the cut-and-choose technique to ensure GC correctness. Note that the overall
communication can still be made independent to the output size and the circuit
size.

garbled tables and locally outputs them to the Evaluator without
network communication. The only communication needed is for
transmitting the input labels from the Garbler to the Evaluator.
Hence, the overall communication is linear with the input size
and independent of the circuit size.

Remark. We would like to emphasize that naively using the
secure hardware components, such as SGX, and a simulatable
private garbling scheme in a blackbox fashion to prepare the ROT
instances and GC tables in an offline phase won’t result in a (UC)
simulatable 2PC protocol. This is because the simulator cannot
extract the malicious Evaluator’s input in the offline phase, yet
it needs to learn the MPC output (from the ideal functionality)
to invoke the GC simulator (cf. Def. 2) to produce the (fake)
GC tables as well as the (fake) decoding information in the
real/hybrid world. As described in Sec. 4 later, the protocol
should invoke the secure hardware component to execute certain
tasks at the right moment along with the 2PC protocol execution.

In Sec. 6, we show how to further reduce the online com-
munication in the semi-honest setting using the masked GC
technique. The idea of using masks to hide the truth table of
each gate can trace back to the point-and-permute technique [12].
In standard GC, all the masks are known to P1, while in our
scheme, the masks for P2’s input can be generated by the SGX,
which is unknown to P1. Therefore, P2 can directly fetch its
input labels without using OT.

To handle malicious adversaries, the 2PC players need to
check the correctness of the garbled circuit and ROT instances.
Intuitively, we let P1 and SGX independently generate the
garbled circuit using the same seed. During the protocol, SGX
outputs the garbled circuit to P2, and P1 only sends the corre-
sponding hash digest. Therefore, P2 can check the consistency
of the garbled circuit generated by SGX and P1 to ensure
correctness, as the adversary cannot simultaneously corrupt both
P1 and SGX. Similarly, for ROT, we let P1 sends H(R0) and
H(R1) to P2 to ensure the correctness of Rb. Moreover, we also
use hash to prevent P1 from sending wrong GC labels, launching
a selective failure attack for instance.

Efficiency. We mainly compare the performance of our proto-
cols with the well-known EMP-toolkit maintained by Wang et
al. [11]. Table. 1 shows the performance comparison between
the passively secure IKNP [13] and Ferret [14] OT extension
protocol implemented in EMP-toolkit [11] and our silent ROT
protocol (semi-honest security). We perform the experiments on
an SGX-enabled Dell OptiPlex 7080 equipped with an Intel Core
8700 CPU @ 3.20 GHz with 32 GB RAM in single thread. In the
LAN setting (Bandwidth: 1Gbps, Delay: 1ms), our silent ROT
protocol is 22-39X faster w.r.t. the sender’s running time and 9-
14X faster w.r.t. the receiver’s running time than the EMP-IKNP-
ROT; it is 18-1117X faster w.r.t. the sender’s running time and
6-524X faster w.r.t. the receiver’s running time than the EMP-
Ferret-ROT. In the WAN setting (Bandwidth: 100Mbps, Delay:
25ms), our silent ROT protocol is 189-333X faster w.r.t. the
sender’s running time and 93-451X faster w.r.t. the receiver’s
running time than the EMP-IKNP-ROT; it is 20-1075X faster
w.r.t. the sender’s running time and 10-800X faster w.r.t. the
receiver’s running time than the EMP-Ferret-ROT.

Table. 2 shows the performance comparison between EMP-



TABLE 1: Performance comparison between EMP-toolkit [11] and our ROT protocol. Result obtained from SGX-enabled Dell OptiPlex 7080 (Intel
Core 8700 CPU @ 3.20 GHz, 32 GB RAM, OS: Ubuntu 18.04 LTS).

# ROT Network setting Sender’s running time (in ms) Receiver’s running time (in ms)
Ferret-ROT [11] IKNP-ROT [11] Our ROT Ferret-ROT [11] IKNP-ROT [11] Our ROT

1× 104
LAN (1Gbps, 1ms) 82.726 2.889 0.074 84.948 3.908 0.162
WAN (100Mbps, 25ms) 84.945 26.331 0.079 135.221 76.358 0.169

1× 105
LAN (1Gbps, 1ms) 84.721 17.790 0.780 86.321 19.355 1.575
WAN (100Mbps, 25ms) 97.244 150.502 0.795 145.475 200.030 1.477

1× 106
LAN (1Gbps, 1ms) 112.315 154.373 6.182 109.002 150.621 15.910
WAN (100Mbps, 25ms) 128.484 1451.043 6.402 167.520 1495.294 16.032

1× 107
LAN (1Gbps, 1ms) 1116.614 1507.961 51.616 1063.486 1451.562 103.937
WAN (100Mbps, 25ms) 1244.835 13859.934 51.280 1240.504 13963.502 103.435

1× 108
LAN (1Gbps, 1ms) 10062.935 15030.832 505.289 9531.965 14470.057 995.987
WAN (100Mbps, 25ms) 10535.485 138028.607 501.757 10053.518 137034.187 980.795

TABLE 2: Performance comparison of the generation, transmission and evaluation process of the garbled circuit in the OT-based semi-honest setting
2PC protocol. Result obtained from the same experiment environment as in Table 1. It shows the running time (in ms) for evaluating AES-128,
SHA-256, and SHA-512 circuits 1000 times, respectively.

Circuit Network setting EMP-SH2PC [11] running time (in ms) Our 2PC protocol running time (in ms)
Garbler Transmission Evaluator Garbler Transmission Evaluator (SGX+PC)

AES-128 LAN (1Gbps, 1ms) 246.557 1742.094 229.339 6.902 ≈ 0 255.154 + 167.353
WAN (100Mbps, 25ms) 265.919 18335.009 234.264 6.760 ≈ 0 253.243 + 166.239

SHA-256 LAN (1Gbps, 1ms) 829.398 6135.087 776.880 19.656 ≈ 0 842.603 + 580.064
WAN (100Mbps, 25ms) 839.626 64433.208 777.284 20.362 ≈ 0 844.843 + 580.685

SHA-512 LAN (1Gbps, 1ms) 2434.915 15745.170 2388.890 40.062 ≈ 0 2544.834 + 1639.701
WAN (100Mbps, 25ms) 2303.479 163362.579 2418.025 40.394 ≈ 0 2533.623 + 1640.262

TABLE 3: Performance comparison of the computation process of the malicious setting 2PC protocol. Result obtained from the same experiment
environment as in Table 1. It shows the running time (in ms) for evaluating AES-128, SHA-256, and SHA-512 circuits once, respectively.

Circuit Network setting EMP-AG2PC [11] running time (in ms) Our running time (in ms)
Garb. offline Garb. online Eval. offline Eval. online Garbler Evaluator

AES-128 LAN (1Gbps, 1ms) 94.744 5.185 92.055 5.193 7.315 10.518
WAN (100Mbps, 25ms) 1345.708 53.440 1240.956 53.385 109.039 161.901

SHA-256 LAN (1Gbps, 1ms) 210.676 6.303 201.701 6.272 13.751 19.076
WAN (100Mbps, 25ms) 2299.404 52.474 2196.297 52.440 119.712 175.740

SHA-512 LAN (1Gbps, 1ms) 435.581 9.634 423.302 9.593 27.327 38.110
WAN (100Mbps, 25ms) 4095.115 56.471 4044.428 56.426 132.298 195.837

SH2PC [11] and our semi-honest setting silent 2PC protocol.
(EMP-SH2PC provides an efficient semi-honest 2PC implemen-
tation based on Yao’s GC protocol with half-gates [15] opti-
mization.) We perform the experiments on this same machine as
above. We test the garbling time, the garbled tables transmission
time, and the evaluation time separately. Since in our protocol,
the garbling process is performed in the SGX enclave at the
evaluator side, we split the evaluator running time of our protocol
into two parts: (i) the SGX running time and (ii) normal mode
CPU running time. The garbler running time is the time to
generate the input wire labels. We take the AES-128, SHA-
256, and SHA-512 circuit evaluation as benchmarks. In the LAN
setting, our silent 2PC protocol is 4.9-5.4X faster than the EMP-
SH2PC. In the WAN setting, our silent 2PC protocol is 40-46X
faster than the EMP-SH2PC.

Table. 3 shows the performance comparison between EMP-
AG2PC [11] and our malicious setting silent 2PC protocol.
(EMP-AG2PC implements an efficient maliciously secure two-
party computation protocol, authenticated garbling [10].) We
perform the experiments on this same machine as above. We
take the AES-128, SHA-256, and SHA-512 circuit evaluation
as benchmarks, and the results are the average of 100 tests.

All the one-time expenses are omitted, e.g., creating enclave in
our protocol and initialize Fpre in EMP-AG2PC. EMP-AG2PC
consists of three computing phases: (i) function independent
offline phase, (ii) function dependent offline phase and (iii)
online phase. (i) and (ii) are collectively called offline phase. In
the LAN setting, our silent 2PC protocol is 13-16X faster w.r.t.
the garbler’s running time and 9-11X faster w.r.t. the evaluator’s
running time than the EMP-AG2PC. In the WAN setting, our
silent PC protocol is 12-31X faster w.r.t. the garbler’s running
time and 8-20X faster w.r.t. the evaluator’s running time than
the EMP-AG2PC.

2. Preliminaries

Notation. Throughout this paper, we use the following notations
and terminologies. Let λ ∈ N be the security parameter. Denote
the set {a, a + 1, . . . , b} by [a, b], let [b] denote [1, b], and let
∅ denote empty set. When A is an array, |A| stands for the
size of A in terms of the number of entries. We abbreviate
probabilistic polynomial time as PPT, and interactive Turing
machine as ITM. When S is a set, s← S stands for sampling s
uniformly at random from S. When A is a randomised algorithm,



y ← A(x) stands for running A on input x with a fresh random
coin r. When needed, we denote y := A(x; r) as running
A on input x with the explicit random coin r. Let poly(·)
and negl(·) be a polynomially-bounded function and negligible
function, respectively. We assume each party has a unique PID.
For readability, we refer Pi as the PID for the party Pi.

Suppose f(x1, x2) = y is a function (circuit). Denote f.n1

and f.n2 as the input size of x1 and x2, respectively. Let f.n =
f.n1 + f.n2. Denote f.m as the size of the output y and f.N as
the overall wire number in f . For notation simplicity, we also
use n1, n2, n,m,N to represent f.n1, f.n2, f.n, f.m, f.N when
there will be no ambiguity.
Garbling Scheme. As defined in [16], a garbling scheme GC
consists of the following PPT algorithms (Gb,En,Ev,De).
• Gb(1λ, f) is the garbling algorithm that takes input as the

security parameter λ ∈ N and a circuit f , and it returns
a garbled circuit F , encoding information e, and decoding
information d.

• En(e, x) is the encoding algorithm that takes input as the
encoding information e and an input x, and it returns a
garbled input X .

• Ev(F,X) is the evaluation algorithm that takes input as the
garbled circuit F and the garbled input X , and it returns a
garbled output Y .

• De(d, Y ) is the decoding algorithm that takes input as the
decoding information d and the garbled output Y , and it
returns the plaintext output y.

A garbling scheme GC := (Gb,En,Ev,De) is called pro-
jective if e consists of 2f.n wire labels. For the i-th input
bit, we denote the corresponding wire labels as (X0

i , X
1
i ). Let

e := {(X0
i , X

1
i )}i∈[n]; the encoding algorithm En(e, x) simply

outputs Xx[i]
i , i ∈ [n], where x[i] is the i-th bit of x.

Analogously, a garbling scheme is called output-projective if
d consists of 2 labels for each output bits, which can be denoted
as (Z0

i , Z
1
i ). Let d := {(Z0

i , Z
1
i )}i∈[m]; the decoding algorithm

De(d, Y ) outputs y[i], i ∈ [m], where y[i] is the i-th bit of y s.t.
Z
y[i]
i = Yi.

In this work, we assume the garbling scheme GC is both
projective and output-projective.

Definition 1 (Correctness [16]). We say a garbling scheme
(Gb,En,Ev,De) is correct if for all functions f and input x:

Pr[(F, e, d)← Gb(1λ, f) : De(d,Ev(F,En(e, x))) = f(x)] = 1 .

Definition 2 (Simulatable Privacy [16]). We say a garbling
scheme (Gb,En,Ev,De) is simulatable private if for all functions
f and input x, there exists a PPT simulator Sim such that for
all PPT adversary A the following holds:

Pr

 (F0, e0, d0)← Gb(1λ, f);X0 ← En(e, x);
(F1, X1, d1)← Sim(1λ, f(x),Φ(f));
b← {0, 1}; b∗ ← A(Fb, Xb, db) : b = b∗

 = negl(λ) .

where Φ is the side-information function.

Yao’s GC Optimizations and Our Choice. Throughout the past
decades, several optimization techniques have been proposed to
improve the efficiency of Yao’s garbled circuit (GC). In this

section, we examine a few Yao’s GC optimizations and analyze
their suitability for our work to achieve the best performance, the
concrete performance analysis is taken from the work of Zahur
et al. [15].

In the classical garbling scheme, the GC generator needs to
invoke the hash function H 4 times for each gate to create a
garbled table consists of 4 ciphertexts. The GC evaluator also
needs to invoke H up to 4 times for each gate to decrypt all
these ciphertexts and obtains an output wire label.

Beaver et al. [12] introduced a technique called point-and-
permute. By appending a select bit to each wire label, one can
easily determine the places of the corresponding ciphertexts.
Therefore, for a garbled table, the GC evaluator can decide
which ciphertext to decrypt according to the select bit and only
invoke H once. Nevertheless, each garbled table still contains
4 ciphertexts, and it takes 4 H invocations to generate. We
adopt this technique in our design, as it greatly reduces the GC
evaluator’s computational cost, and it is compatible with other
optimizations.

Naor et al. [17] introduced a garbled row-reduction tech-
nique known as GRR3 to reduce the garbled table size. The
main idea is to fix 1 of the 4 ciphertexts, e.g., the top one,
in each garbled table to be 0, and thus can be eliminated. In
our construction, the memory of the enclave is limited, and this
technique can reduce memory usage of GC generation.

Kolesnikov et al. [18] introduced the free-XOR technique.
This technique allows us to garble and evaluate XOR gates for
free. To do this, the offset between each wire’s 0-label and
1-label in the entire circuit is fixed to ∆. Therefore, one can
generate or evaluate an XOR gate via a simple XOR operation.
This technique can greatly improve the performance of our
scheme.

We note that, in a conventional 2PC setting, the other opti-
mization techniques, such as GRR2 [19] and half-gates [15], may
be helpful to further improve scheme performance. However,
GRR2 is not compatible with free-XOR. Although half-gates is
compatible with the aforementioned three optimizations, it is not
ideal for our construction. The reason is that the main benefit of
half-gates is to reduce the non-XOR gate garbled table size to 2,
but it needs 2 H invocations to evaluate. Whereas, in our design,
the GC size is not the bottleneck of our overall performance,
because the GC table is transmitted between the SGX enclave
and the host locally. While, without half-gates, each non-XOR
gate garbled table only needs 1 H invocation to evaluate.

Intel SGX. Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX) is a widely
used technology that enhances security of data and code. It
allows developers to create guarded private region called enclave
in processor reserved memory (PRM) and execute programs in
the enclave. The enclave is an isolated execution environment,
high-level softwares, including operating system and BIOS, can’t
break down the integrity and confidentiality guarantees of its
computation. In execution, a party can remotely attest the gen-
uinity of an enclave, provide private information to the enclave
and verify the outcome is computed by a pre-agreed program
with an advanced feature of Intel SGX called remote attestation.
More specifically, Intel’s (anonymous) attestation is based on



It interacts with parties P := {P1, P2} and the adversary S. Let Pc be the
set of corrupted parties.
Initially, set Pc = ∅.
Compute:
• Upon receiving (COMPUTE, sid, xi) from party Pi ∈ P :

– If Pi ∈ Pc, send a notification (COMPUTENOTIFY, sid, xi, Pi) to S;
Otherwise, send a notification (COMPUTENOTIFY, sid, |xi|, Pi) to S;

– If it has received x1 from P1 and x2 from P2:
∗ Compute y ← f(x1, x2);

– Send (OUTPUT, sid, P2) to adversary S:
∗ Upon receiving (DELIVER, sid, P2) from S, it sends

(COMPUTE, sid, y) to P2;
Corruption handling:
• Upon receiving (CORRUPT, sid, Pi) from the adversary S, if Pi ∈ P :

– Set Pc := Pc ∪ {Pi};
– Send (INPUT, sid, xi, Pi) to S if xi is already defined;

Functionality Ff
2pc

Figure 1: Functionality Ff
2pc

It interacts with parties P := {P1, P2} and the adversary A. It is parameter-
ized with a PPT ITM M, a state Ψ, and a Boolean flag corrupted.
Initially, set Ψ := ∅ and corrupted := false;
• Upon receiving (CORRUPT, sid,M∗) from A:

– Set corrupted := true;
– If M∗ 6= ∅, replace M := M∗;

• Upon receiving (RUN, sid, xi) from party Pi ∈ P :
– If corrupted = true:
∗ Send leakage message (RUNNOTIFY, sid, xi, Pi) to A;

– If corrupted = false:
∗ Send notification message (RUNNOTIFY, sid, Pi) to A;

– When (RUN, sid, x1) and (RUN, sid, x2) are both received:
∗ Run (y1, y2; Ψ)← M(x1, x2; Ψ);
∗ For i ∈ {1, 2}, send (Run, sid, yi) to Pi;

Semi-trusted Hardware Functionality FHW[M]

Figure 2: The semi-trusted hardware functionality FHW[M]

an anonymous group signature scheme called Intel Enhanced
Privacy ID (EPID) [7]. The enclave to be attested first invokes
the EREPORT instruction to create a locally verifiable report of
its attributes and measurement, and sends this report to a special
enclave named Quoting Enclave (QE). The QE verifies the report
and produces a remotely verifiable quote by signing the quote
with the group signature. The enclave then forwards the quote
to the challenge party, and the party can contact with the remote
Intel Attestation Service (IAS) server for verification. The IAS
will first verify the group signature and then create a attestation
verification report as a response.

3. Security Model

Universal Composibility. Our security model is based on the
Universal Composibility (UC) framework [8], which lays down
a solid foundation for designing and analyzing protocols secure
against attacks in an arbitrary network execution environment
(therefore it is also known as network aware security model).
Roughly speaking, in the UC framework, protocols are carried
out over multiple interconnected machines; to capture attacks, a
network adversary A is introduced, which is allowed to corrupt

some machines (i.e., have the full control of all physical parts
of some machines); in addition, A is allowed to partially control
the communication tapes of all uncorrupted machines, that is, it
sees all the messages sent from and to the uncorrupted machines
and controls the sequence in which they are delivered. Then,
a protocol ρ is a UC-secure implementation of a functionality
F , if it satisfies that for every network adversary A attacking
an execution of ρ, there is another adversary S—known as the
simulator—attacking the ideal process that uses F (by corrupting
the same set of machines), such that, the executions of ρ with
A and that of F with S makes no difference to any network
execution environment.

The ideal world execution. In the ideal world, P1 and P2

only communicate with an ideal functionality Ff2pc during
the execution. As depicted in Fig. 1, party Pi ∈ P sends
(COMPUTE, sid, xi) to the functionality Ff2pc, and Ff2pc sends
a notification (COMPUTENOTIFY, sid, xi, Pi) to the adversary
S if Pi is corrupted; Otherwise, Ff2pc leaks the input size
(COMPUTENOTIFY, sid, |xi|, Pi) to S. When both parties’ inputs
are received, Ff2pc computes y ← f(x1, x2). It then sends
(COMPUTE, sid, y) to P2 if the adversary S allows. For cor-
ruption handling, if the adversary S corrupts party Pi ∈ P , Ff2pc
adds Pi to the set of corrupted parties, Pc, and leaks Pi’s input
xi to S if it is already defined.

The real world execution. The real/hybrid world protocol Π
uses a semi-trusted hardware components, which are modeled
as the ideal functionality FHW. Later, we will discuss how
FHW is instantiated by Intel SGX in practice. For notation
simplicity, we define FHW as a template, and specify the required
functionalities in the description of a PPT Turing machine M. We
use FHW[MOT-GC] in our semi-honest/malicious setting protocol
ΠOT-GC

2pc .

3.1. Semi-trusted Hardware Model

We introduce a new notion, called semi-trusted hardware
model. Unlike the conventional trusted hardware model, the
semi-trusted hardware functionality FHW[M] shown in Fig. 2 can
be corrupted by the adversary A. The functionality FHW[M] is
parameterized with a PPT ITM M, a state Ψ and a Boolean flag
corrupted to indicate whether the hardware is corrupted. P1 and
P2 can invoke FHW[M] to compute (y1, y2; Ψ)← M(x1, x2; Ψ)
by sending the input x1 and x2 respectively to FHW.

However, the adversary A is allowed to corrupt FHW via
the (CORRUPT, sid,M∗) command. When A is a semi-honest
adversary, it sets M∗ = ∅. In execution, if FHW is corrupted,
it will leak each party’s input to A. When A is a malicious
adversary, M∗ can be arbitrarily defined by A (not necessarily
PPT), and FHW computes (y1, y2; Ψ)← M∗(x1, x2; Ψ) instead.
After the computation, FHW sends the output y1 to P1 and y2

to P2.
Description of MOT-GC. We now define the Turing machine
MOT-GC for FHW that will be used for our 2PC protocol in the



MOT-GC(x1, x2; Ψ) :

• Parse x1 = 〈CMD1, x
′
1〉 and x2 = 〈CMD2, x

′
2〉;

• If CMD1 = CMD2 = ROT:
– Parse x′1 = 〈k01, `1〉 and x′2 = 〈k02, `2〉;
– Assert `1 = `2;
– Generate (b1, . . . , b`1 )← PRG(k02);
– For i ∈ [`1]: generate Rbii ← PRF

k01
(i, bi);

– Return y1 := ∅, y2 := {Rbii }i∈[`1], and Ψ := k01 ;
• If CMD1 = CMD2 = GC:

– Parse x′1 = 〈k11, f1〉 and x′2 = f2;
– Assert f1 = f2;
– Generate (F, e, d)← Gb(1λ, f1; k11);
– [M] Parse e = {(X0

i , X
1
i )}i∈[f1.n]; /* Malicious */

– [M] For i ∈ [f1.n2]: /* Malicious */
∗ [M] Generate R0

i ← PRF
k01

(i, 0), R1
i ← PRF

k01
(i, 1);

∗ [M] Set σ0
i := H(R0

i ⊕X0
i+f1.n1

, R1
i ⊕X1

i+f1.n1
) and

σ1
i := H(R1

i ⊕X0
i+f1.n1

, R0
i ⊕X1

i+f1.n1
);

– [S] Return y1 := ∅ and y2 := (F, d); /* Semi-honest */
– [M] Return y1 := ∅ and y2 := (F, d, {σ0

i , σ
1
i }i∈[f1.n2]); /* Mal

*/

Description of MOT-GC

Figure 3: Description of MOT-GC

semi-honest/malicious adversarial setting. As depicted in Fig. 3,
MOT-GC generates garbled circuit and random OT’s. We use [S]
label to indicate instructions only included in the machine used
in the semi-honest setting protocol, and [M ] label to indicate
instructions only included in the machine used in the malicious
setting protocol. Unlabeled instructions are perfomed in both
settings.

When P1 sends 〈ROT, 〈k0
1, `1〉〉 and P2 sends

〈ROT, 〈k0
2, `2〉〉, MOT-GC parses their inputs to obtain their ROT

seeds and the number of ROT instances, it then asserts P1 and
P2 send the same ROT number `1 = `2.

To generate the ROT instances, MOT-GC first generates the
ROT choice bits (b1, . . . , b`1) ← PRG(k0

2), and for i ∈ [`1],
it computes Rbii ← PRFk01 (i, bi). After that, MOT-GC returns
{Rbii }i∈[`1] to P2 and stores Ψ := k0

1 .
When P1 sends 〈GC, 〈k1

1, f1〉〉 and P2 sends 〈GC, f2〉,
MOT-GC parses their input to obtain the GC seed k1

1 and the
circuit to be computed, and it asserts P1 and P2 send the same
circuit f1 = f2. MOT-GC then generates the garbled circuit by
(F, e, d) ← Gb(1λ, f ; k1

1). In the semi-honest setting, MOT-GC

can simply returns (F, d) to P2.
In the malicious setting, in addition to generate the GC copy,

MOT-GC needs to produce some verification messages. More
specifically, MOT-GC first parses the encoding information e =
{(X0

i , X
1
i )}i∈[f1.n], and it fetches the seed k0

1 from the state Ψ.
Next, for i ∈ [f1.n2], MOT-GC generates R0

i ← PRFk01 (i, 0) and
R1
i ← PRFk01 (i, 1). It then sets σ0

i := H(R0
i ⊕X0

i+f1.n1
, R1

i ⊕
X1
i+f1.n1

) and σ1
i := H(R1

i ⊕X0
i+f1.n1

, R0
i ⊕X1

i+f1.n1
). These

hash values {σ0
i , σ

1
i }i∈[f1.n2] can help P2 verify that P1 honestly

transfer the input wire labels in the OT process. In the end,
MOT-GC returns (F, d, {σ0

i , σ
1
i }i∈[f1.n2]) to P2.

Instantiation of MOT-GC. In practice, MOT-GC can be instantiated
by just running an SGX enclave on the P2 side. P1 will remotely
interact with P2’s SGX enclave via a secure channel established
by remote attestation. We use 128-bit AES-NI to implement the

PRF and PRG algorithms.
As introduced in Sec. 2, we adopt three GC optimizations,

respectively are point-and-permute, GRR3 and free-XOR. For
the point-and-permute, we set the least significant bits of the wire
labels as the select bits, and arrange the garbled table according
to these bits. For the GRR3 optimization, we set the 0-label of the
output wire as the first row of the garbled table, and XOR each
row with this 0-label, then the first row becomes an all 0 string
and thus can be eliminated. And the free-XOR optimization is
implemented as described.

4. Silent 2PC Protocols

In this section, we present our silent 2PC protocols in the
semi-honest setting and malicious setting. A straightforward
approach is to split the protocol into an offline phase and an
online phase. In the offline phase, the parties don’t know their
inputs, and they interact with FHW to obtain the GC tables
and sufficiently many ROT instances; in the online phase, the
parties use their inputs to exchange the GC labels and evaluate
the function f . Unfortunately, only by the simulatable private
GC definition (cf. Def. 2), this approach won’t result in a UC
simulatable secure protocol. The subtle issue is as follows. When
P2 is corrupted, the simulator S needs to extract its input so it
can send P2’s input to the ideal functionality Ff2pc and learn
the function output from it. S has to simulate (fake) GC tables
according to the function output and the function f , and it then
sends the simulated (fake) garbled circuit and the simulated
(fake) decoding information to P2 on behalf of FHW, so the
corrupted P2 will see a right output after evaluating the garbled
circuit. Obviously, if the GC tables are generated in an offline
phase, it is impossible for S to invoke the GC simulator, because
the inputs of the function haven’t been determined, let along the
function output.
Description of ΠOT-GC

2pc . We depict our semi-honest/malicious
setting protocol in Fig. 4, where f is the function that P1 and
P2 want to jointly compute, as described in Sec. 2, n1, n2

and n are the input size of P1, the input size of P2 and the
overall input size, respectively. In Fig. 4, we use [S] label to
indicate instructions only included in the semi-honest setting
protocol, and [M ] label to indicate instructions only included
in the malicious setting protocol, we also comment on these
special line’s end to emphasize this difference. Other instructions
not labeled should be included in both the semi-honest setting
protocol and the malicious setting protocol.
The semi-honest setting protocol. In the semi-honest setting
protocol, P2 first picks a random k0

2 ← {0, 1}λ as its ROT
seed, and sends (Run, sid, 〈ROT, 〈k0

2, n2〉〉) to FHW[MOT-GC] to
generate n2 ROT instances. Meanwhile, P1 also picks a random
k0

1 ← {0, 1}λ, and for i ∈ [n2], it generates the ROT instances
R0
i ← PRFk01 (i, 0), R1

i ← PRFk01 (i, 1) by itself. P1 then sends
(Run, sid, 〈ROT, 〈k0

1, n2〉〉) to FHW[MOT-GC].
After that, P2 receives the ROT instances {Rbii }i∈[n2] from

FHW[MOT-GC], it then invokes PRG with its ROT seed to gener-
ate (b1, . . . , bn2). Next, P2 computes and sends the choice bits
{ci := bi⊕x2,i}i∈[n2] to P1, and it sends (Run, sid, 〈GC, f〉) to
FHW[MOT-GC] to generate the garbled circuit.



Protocol description:
• Upon receiving (COMPUTE, sid, x2 := (x2,1, . . . , x2,n2 )) from the environment Z , P2:

– Pick random k02 ← {0, 1}λ;
– Send (Run, sid, 〈ROT, 〈k02, n2〉〉) to FHW[MOT-GC];

• Upon receiving (COMPUTE, sid, x1 := (x1,1, . . . , x1,n1
)) from the environment Z , P1:

– Pick random k01 ← {0, 1}λ;
– For i ∈ [n2]:
∗ Generate R0

i ← PRF
k01

(i, 0), R1
i ← PRF

k01
(i, 1);

∗ [M] Set σ0
1,i := H(R0

i ), σ
1
1,i := H(R1

i ); /* Malicious */

– Send (Run, sid, 〈ROT, 〈k01, n2〉〉) to FHW[MOT-GC];
– [M] Send {σ0

1,i, σ
1
1,i}i∈[n2] to P2; /* Malicious */

• Upon receiving (Run, sid, {Rbii }i∈[n2]) from FHW[MOT-GC] (and [M] {σ0
1,i, σ

1
1,i}i∈[n2] from P1), P2:

– Generate (b1, . . . , bn2 )← PRG(k02);
– For i ∈ [n2]:

∗ [M] Set σ̂1,i := H(R
bi
i ), and assert σ̂1,i = σ

bi
1,i; /* Malicious */

∗ Set ci := bi ⊕ x2,i;
– Send {ci}i∈[n2] to P1;
– Send (Run, sid, 〈GC, f〉) to FHW[MOT-GC];

• Upon receiving {ci}i∈[n2] from P2, P1:

– Pick random k11 ← {0, 1}λ;
– Generate (F̂ , ê, d̂)← Gb(1λ, f ; k11);
– [M] Set σ2 := H(F̂ , d̂); /* Malicious */
– Parse ê = {(X0

i , X
1
i )}i∈[n];

– For i ∈ [n2]:

∗ Compute W 0
i := R

ci
i ⊕X0

n1+i and W 1
i := R

ci⊕1

i ⊕X1
n1+i;

∗ [M] Compute σ̂ci⊕1

3,i = H(R
ci⊕1

i ⊕X0
n1+i, R

ci
i ⊕X1

n1+i); /* Malicious */

– Send (Run, sid, 〈GC, 〈k11, f〉〉) to FHW[MOT-GC];
– Send {Zi := X

x1,i
i }i∈[n1], {W 0

i ,W
1
i }i∈[n2] (and [M] σ2, {σ̂ci⊕1

3,i }i∈[n2]) to P2;

• Upon receiving {Zi}i∈[n1], {W 0
i ,W

1
i }i∈[n2] (and [M] σ2, {σ̂ci⊕1

3,i }i∈[n2]) from P1 and (Run, sid, (F, d)) (and [M] {σ0
3,i, σ

1
3,i}i∈[n2]) from

FHW[MOT-GC], P2:
– [M] Set σ̂2 := H(F, d) and assert σ̂2 = σ2; /* Malicious */
– For i ∈ [n2]:
∗ [M] Set σ̂ci3,i := H(W 0

i ,W
1
i ), and assert σ̂0

3,i = σ0
3,i and σ̂1

3,i = σ1
3,i; /* Malicious */

∗ Compute Zn1+i := W
x2,i
i ⊕ Rbii ;

– Evaluate Y ← GC.Ev(F, (Z1, . . . , Zn));
– Decode y ← GC.De(d, Y );
– Return (COMPUTE, sid, y) to the environment Z;

Protocol ΠOT-GC
2pc

Figure 4: The semi-honest/malicious setting protocol ΠOT-GC
2pc in the FHW[MOT-GC]-hybrid model

Subsequently, P1 picks a random k1
1 ← {0, 1}λ as the GC

seed and generates a GC copy by (F̂ , ê, d̂)← GC.Gb(1λ, f ; k1
1),3

it then parses the encoding information to obtain the input wire
labels {(X0

i , X
1
i )}i∈[n]. For i ∈ [n2], P1 computes the OT

responses W 0
i := Rcii ⊕X0

n1+i and W 1
i := Rci⊕1

i ⊕X1
n1+i. Next,

P1 sends the GC seed k1
1 to FHW[MOT-GC], and it sends the wire

labels corresponding to its input value {Zi := X
x1,i

i }i∈[n1] and
the OT responses {W 0

i ,W
1
i }i∈[n2] to P2.

After that, P2 receives the garbled tables and the decoding
information (F, d) from FHW[MOT-GC], and it receives P1’s input
wire labels and the OT responses from P1. Then, for i ∈ [n2], P2

computes Zn1+i := W
x2,i

i ⊕ Rbii to obtain its input wire label.
At the end, P2 evaluates Y ← GC.Ev(F, (Z1, . . . , Zn1+n2

)), and
decodes y ← GC.De(d, Y ).
The malicious setting protocol. As depicted in Fig. 4, P2

first picks a random k0
2 ← {0, 1}λ as its ROT seed, and

3. In practice, P1 only needs to generate the encoding information of the GC,
e, i.e., the input wire labels; therefore, GC.Gb is only partially executed for
efficiency.

sends (Run, sid, 〈ROT, 〈k0
2, n2〉〉) to FHW[MOT-GC] to gener-

ate n2 ROT instances. Meanwhile, P1 also picks a random
k0

1 ← {0, 1}λ. For i ∈ [n2], P1 generates the ROT in-
stances R0

i ← PRFk01 (i, 0), R1
i ← PRFk01 (i, 1) and com-

putes their hash values by σ0
1,i := H(R0

i ), σ
1
1,i := H(R1

i ).
P1 then sends (Run, sid, 〈ROT, 〈k0

1, n2〉〉) to FHW[MOT-GC] and
{σ0

1,i, σ
1
1,i}i∈[n2] to P2.

After that, P2 receives the ROT instances {Rbii }i∈[n2] from
FHW[MOT-GC] and {σ0

1,i, σ
1
1,i}i∈[n2] from P1, it then invoke

PRG with its ROT seed to generate (b1, . . . , bn2). Next, for
i ∈ [n2], P2 computes σ̂1,i := H(Rbii ) and compares it with
σbi1,i to check Rbii ’s correctness. If no check fails, P2 computes
and sends the choice bits {ci := bi ⊕ x2,i}i∈[n2] to P1, and
it sends (Run, sid, 〈GC, f〉) to FHW[MOT-GC] to generate the
garbled circuit.

Subsequently, P1 picks a random k1
1 ← {0, 1}λ as the GC

seed and generates a GC copy by (F̂ , ê, d̂)← GC.Gb(1λ, f ; k1
1).

P1 computes the hash of the garbled tables and decoding



information by σ2 := H(F̂ , d̂), and it parses the encoding
information to obtain the input wire labels {(X0

i , X
1
i )}i∈[n]. For

i ∈ [n2], P1 generates the OT responses W 0
i := Rcii ⊕ X0

n1+i

and W 1
i := Rci⊕1

i ⊕ X1
n1+i, and a hash value σ̂ci⊕1

3,i =

H(Rci⊕1
i ⊕X0

n1+i, R
ci
i ⊕X1

n1+i). Next, P1 sends the GC seed
k1

1 to FHW[MOT-GC], and it sends the wire labels corresponding
to its input value {Zi := X

x1,i

i }i∈[n1], the hash values σ2 and
{σ̂ci⊕1

3,i }i∈[n2], and the OT responses {W 0
i ,W

1
i }i∈[n2] to P2.

After that, P2 receives the garbled tables F , the decod-
ing information d and the hash values of the OT responses
{σ0

3,i, σ
1
3,i}i∈[n2] from FHW[MOT-GC]. P2 sets σ̂2 := H(F, d) and

asserts σ̂2 = σ2. Then, for i ∈ [n2], P2 sets σ̂ci1,i := H(W 0
i ,W

1
i ),

it then verifies that P1 is honest in the OT process by checking
σ̂0

3,i = σ0
3,i and σ̂1

3,i = σ1
3,i; after these checks are finished, P2

computes Zn1+i := W
x2,i

i ⊕ Rbii to obtain its input wire label.
At the end, P2 evaluates Y ← GC.Ev(F, (Z1, . . . , Zn1+n2

)), and
decodes y ← GC.De(d, Y ).

5. Security

In this section, we examine the security of our schemes.
We assume the hardware manufacturer will not collude with the
MPC players; otherwise, when P1 (or P2) is colluding with FHW,
no input privacy can be guaranteed.4

We first examine why our schemes are secure at the
high level, and then formally state the security of our semi-
honest/malicious setting protocol ΠOT-GC

2pc in Thm. 1/Thm. 2, re-
spectively, where we restrict the adversary A to only corrupt ei-
ther the semi-trusted hardware functionality FHW or the player(s)
P1 (and/or P2).

In the semi-honest setting, the view of FHW[MOT-GC] is the
MPC function f , the length of P2’s input n2 and some random
seeds, f and n2 are already known to the environment Z and the
adversary A, and the seeds are true random numbers; therefore,
no additional information would be leaked to the adversary
A. Since FHW[MOT-GC] could only be passively corrupted, the
correctness of garbled circuit and ROT instances are preserved.
The input privacy of protocol ΠOT-GC

2pc is guaranteed by the
simulatable privacy property of the underlying garbling scheme
GC.

In the malicious setting, FHW[MOT-GC], P1, and P2 may be
maliciously corrupted. The main design principle is as follows.
In P1’s point of view, either FHW[MOT-GC] or P2 could be
corrupted. Similarly, in P2’s point of view, either FHW[MOT-GC]
or P1 could be corrupted. Note that our protocol does not provide
accountability, i.e., when the protocol abort, we are not required
to identify which party is guilty. Thus, P2 can use messages
generated by FHW[MOT-GC] and messages sent by P1 to carry
out a mutual verification, and it aborts if any inconsistency is
detected.

4. We note that our schemes can be easily modified to ensure security in the
scenario where P1 and FHW are colluding; while we don’t have an efficient
solution to handle the collusion between P2 and FHW yet, as this setting could
be reduced to standard two-party computation without assistance of FHW in
practice.

More specifically, the ROT instances {Rbii }i∈[n2] produced
by FHW[MOT-GC] are checked using hash values σ0

1,i := H(R0
i )

and σ1
1,i := H(R1

i ) sent by P1. This check has to be done before
P1 receives the OT choice bits {ci}i∈[n2], otherwise P1 can carry
out a selective failure attack to learn the ROT bits {bi}i∈[n2]

and extract P2’s private input. The garbled tables and decoding
information (F, d) are also validated via a hash digest provided
by P1. To verify that P1 is honest in the OT process, P2 uses hash
values of all possible OT responses from FHW[MOT-GC]. Since a
malicious FHW[MOT-GC] may provide incorrect values, when P1

sends a OT response Rcii ⊕X0
n1+i, R

ci⊕1
i ⊕X1

n1+i, it also sends
the hash of the other message Rci⊕1

i ⊕X0
n1+i, R

ci
i ⊕X1

n1+i. Then
FHW[MOT-GC] can’t distinguish between aborts due to incorrect
OT responses and aborts due to incorrect hash values.

Theorem 1. If PRF : {0, 1}λ × {0, 1}λ 7→ {0, 1}λ is a secure
PRF function, PRG : {0, 1}λ 7→ {0, 1}`(λ) is a secure PRG
function, and GC := (Gb,En,Ev,De) is a secure simulatable
private garbling scheme, protocol ΠOT-GC

2pc (semi-honest setting)
described in Fig. 4 UC-realizes Ff2pc as described in Fig. 1 in the
FHW[MOT-GC]-hybrid model against any PPT semi-honest adver-
saries who can corrupt either FHW[MOT-GC] or the player(s) P1

(and/or P2) with static corruption.

Proof. To prove Thm. 1, we construct a simulator S such that no
non-uniform PPT environment Z can distinguish between (i) the
real execution EXEC

FHW[MOT-GC]

ΠOT-GC
2pc ,A,Z where the parties P := {P1, P2}

run protocol ΠOT-GC
2pc in the FHW[MOT-GC]-hybrid model and

the corrupted parties are controlled by a dummy adversary A
who simply forwards messages from/to Z , and (ii) the ideal
execution EXECFf2pc,S,Z

where the parties P1 and P2 interact

with functionality Ff2pc in the ideal world, and corrupted parties
are controlled by the simulator S. We consider following cases.

Case 1: FHW[MOT-GC] is corrupted; P1 and P2 are honest.

Simulator. The simulator S internally runs A, forwarding mes-
sages to/from the environment Z . S simulates the interface of
FHW[MOT-GC] as well as honest parties P1 and P2. In addition,
the simulator S simulates the following interactions with A.
• Upon receiving (COMPUTENOTIFY, sid, |xi|, Pi) for an

honest party Pi from the external Ff2pc, the simula-
tor S picks random k0

i ← {0, 1}λ and then sends
(Run, sid, 〈ROT, 〈k0

i , n2〉〉) to FHW[MOT-GC] on behave of
Pi.

• Upon receiving (Run, sid, Qi) from Pi ∈ P via the
interface of FHW[MOT-GC], S acts as FHW[MOT-GC] to
send (RUNNOTIFY, sid, Qi, Pi) to A. S then simulates the
FHW[MOT-GC] functionality as defined.

• When the simulated party P2 receive {Rbii }i∈[n2] from
FHW[MOT-GC], S acts as P2 to compute (b1, . . . , bn2) ←
PRG(k0

2), and then it sends {ci := bi}i∈[n2] to the simulated
party P1 and send (Run, sid, 〈GC, f〉) to FHW[MOT-GC].

• S then simulates the rest communication between P1 and
P2 according to the protocol description as if both P1 and
P2 receive (COMPUTE, sid, 0) from Z .



P1

ROT

{R0
i , R

1
i }<latexit sha1_base64="PvgA/T+iCImYOkRmaCBExvp50B0=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1ofjbp0M1gEF1KSIuiy4MZlFfuAJobJdNIOnUzCzESooV/ixoUibv0Ud/6N0zYLbT1wL4dz7mXunDDlTGnH+bZKa+sbm1vl7crO7t5+1T447Kgkk4S2ScIT2QuxopwJ2tZMc9pLJcVxyGk3HF/P/O4jlYol4l5PUurHeChYxAjWRgrsqpffBezBOZ9115sGds2pO3OgVeIWpAYFWoH95Q0SksVUaMKxUn3XSbWfY6kZ4XRa8TJFU0zGeEj7hgocU+Xn88On6NQoAxQl0pTQaK7+3shxrNQkDs1kjPVILXsz8T+vn+noys+ZSDNNBVk8FGUc6QTNUkADJinRfGIIJpKZWxEZYYmJNllVTAju8pdXSadRd526e3tRazaKOMpwDCdwBi5cQhNuoAVtIJDBM7zCm/VkvVjv1sditGQVO0fwB9bnD6XJkl4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PvgA/T+iCImYOkRmaCBExvp50B0=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1ofjbp0M1gEF1KSIuiy4MZlFfuAJobJdNIOnUzCzESooV/ixoUibv0Ud/6N0zYLbT1wL4dz7mXunDDlTGnH+bZKa+sbm1vl7crO7t5+1T447Kgkk4S2ScIT2QuxopwJ2tZMc9pLJcVxyGk3HF/P/O4jlYol4l5PUurHeChYxAjWRgrsqpffBezBOZ9115sGds2pO3OgVeIWpAYFWoH95Q0SksVUaMKxUn3XSbWfY6kZ4XRa8TJFU0zGeEj7hgocU+Xn88On6NQoAxQl0pTQaK7+3shxrNQkDs1kjPVILXsz8T+vn+noys+ZSDNNBVk8FGUc6QTNUkADJinRfGIIJpKZWxEZYYmJNllVTAju8pdXSadRd526e3tRazaKOMpwDCdwBi5cQhNuoAVtIJDBM7zCm/VkvVjv1sditGQVO0fwB9bnD6XJkl4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PvgA/T+iCImYOkRmaCBExvp50B0=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1ofjbp0M1gEF1KSIuiy4MZlFfuAJobJdNIOnUzCzESooV/ixoUibv0Ud/6N0zYLbT1wL4dz7mXunDDlTGnH+bZKa+sbm1vl7crO7t5+1T447Kgkk4S2ScIT2QuxopwJ2tZMc9pLJcVxyGk3HF/P/O4jlYol4l5PUurHeChYxAjWRgrsqpffBezBOZ9115sGds2pO3OgVeIWpAYFWoH95Q0SksVUaMKxUn3XSbWfY6kZ4XRa8TJFU0zGeEj7hgocU+Xn88On6NQoAxQl0pTQaK7+3shxrNQkDs1kjPVILXsz8T+vn+noys+ZSDNNBVk8FGUc6QTNUkADJinRfGIIJpKZWxEZYYmJNllVTAju8pdXSadRd526e3tRazaKOMpwDCdwBi5cQhNuoAVtIJDBM7zCm/VkvVjv1sditGQVO0fwB9bnD6XJkl4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PvgA/T+iCImYOkRmaCBExvp50B0=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1ofjbp0M1gEF1KSIuiy4MZlFfuAJobJdNIOnUzCzESooV/ixoUibv0Ud/6N0zYLbT1wL4dz7mXunDDlTGnH+bZKa+sbm1vl7crO7t5+1T447Kgkk4S2ScIT2QuxopwJ2tZMc9pLJcVxyGk3HF/P/O4jlYol4l5PUurHeChYxAjWRgrsqpffBezBOZ9115sGds2pO3OgVeIWpAYFWoH95Q0SksVUaMKxUn3XSbWfY6kZ4XRa8TJFU0zGeEj7hgocU+Xn88On6NQoAxQl0pTQaK7+3shxrNQkDs1kjPVILXsz8T+vn+noys+ZSDNNBVk8FGUc6QTNUkADJinRfGIIJpKZWxEZYYmJNllVTAju8pdXSadRd526e3tRazaKOMpwDCdwBi5cQhNuoAVtIJDBM7zCm/VkvVjv1sditGQVO0fwB9bnD6XJkl4=</latexit>

{H(R0
i ), H(R1

i )}<latexit sha1_base64="Rpm5eBFT2u9ymE65pRgxMQpwZ9M=">AAAB/nicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW1RcuQkWoQUpSRF0WXDTZRV7gSaGyXTSDp1MwsxEKKHgq7hxoYhbn8Odb+O0zUJbfxj4+M85nDN/kDAqlW1/G4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b//APDzqyDgVmLRxzGLRC5AkjHLSVlQx0ksEQVHASDcY38zq3UciJI35vZokxIvQkNOQYqS05Zsnbtas3Pn0wa5eLMCpulPfLNs1ey5rFZwcypCr5Ztf7iDGaUS4wgxJ2XfsRHkZEopiRqYlN5UkQXiMhqSvkaOISC+bnz+1zrUzsMJY6MeVNXd/T2QoknISBbozQmokl2sz879aP1XhtZdRnqSKcLxYFKbMUrE1y8IaUEGwYhMNCAuqb7XwCAmElU6spENwlr+8Cp16zbFrzu1luVHP4yjCKZxBBRy4ggY0oQVtwJDBM7zCm/FkvBjvxseitWDkM8fwR8bnD3ACk8w=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Rpm5eBFT2u9ymE65pRgxMQpwZ9M=">AAAB/nicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW1RcuQkWoQUpSRF0WXDTZRV7gSaGyXTSDp1MwsxEKKHgq7hxoYhbn8Odb+O0zUJbfxj4+M85nDN/kDAqlW1/G4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b//APDzqyDgVmLRxzGLRC5AkjHLSVlQx0ksEQVHASDcY38zq3UciJI35vZokxIvQkNOQYqS05Zsnbtas3Pn0wa5eLMCpulPfLNs1ey5rFZwcypCr5Ztf7iDGaUS4wgxJ2XfsRHkZEopiRqYlN5UkQXiMhqSvkaOISC+bnz+1zrUzsMJY6MeVNXd/T2QoknISBbozQmokl2sz879aP1XhtZdRnqSKcLxYFKbMUrE1y8IaUEGwYhMNCAuqb7XwCAmElU6spENwlr+8Cp16zbFrzu1luVHP4yjCKZxBBRy4ggY0oQVtwJDBM7zCm/FkvBjvxseitWDkM8fwR8bnD3ACk8w=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Rpm5eBFT2u9ymE65pRgxMQpwZ9M=">AAAB/nicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW1RcuQkWoQUpSRF0WXDTZRV7gSaGyXTSDp1MwsxEKKHgq7hxoYhbn8Odb+O0zUJbfxj4+M85nDN/kDAqlW1/G4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b//APDzqyDgVmLRxzGLRC5AkjHLSVlQx0ksEQVHASDcY38zq3UciJI35vZokxIvQkNOQYqS05Zsnbtas3Pn0wa5eLMCpulPfLNs1ey5rFZwcypCr5Ztf7iDGaUS4wgxJ2XfsRHkZEopiRqYlN5UkQXiMhqSvkaOISC+bnz+1zrUzsMJY6MeVNXd/T2QoknISBbozQmokl2sz879aP1XhtZdRnqSKcLxYFKbMUrE1y8IaUEGwYhMNCAuqb7XwCAmElU6spENwlr+8Cp16zbFrzu1luVHP4yjCKZxBBRy4ggY0oQVtwJDBM7zCm/FkvBjvxseitWDkM8fwR8bnD3ACk8w=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Rpm5eBFT2u9ymE65pRgxMQpwZ9M=">AAAB/nicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW1RcuQkWoQUpSRF0WXDTZRV7gSaGyXTSDp1MwsxEKKHgq7hxoYhbn8Odb+O0zUJbfxj4+M85nDN/kDAqlW1/G4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b//APDzqyDgVmLRxzGLRC5AkjHLSVlQx0ksEQVHASDcY38zq3UciJI35vZokxIvQkNOQYqS05Zsnbtas3Pn0wa5eLMCpulPfLNs1ey5rFZwcypCr5Ztf7iDGaUS4wgxJ2XfsRHkZEopiRqYlN5UkQXiMhqSvkaOISC+bnz+1zrUzsMJY6MeVNXd/T2QoknISBbozQmokl2sz879aP1XhtZdRnqSKcLxYFKbMUrE1y8IaUEGwYhMNCAuqb7XwCAmElU6spENwlr+8Cp16zbFrzu1luVHP4yjCKZxBBRy4ggY0oQVtwJDBM7zCm/FkvBjvxseitWDkM8fwR8bnD3ACk8w=</latexit>

GC�Gb H(F, d)
<latexit sha1_base64="OEkiCtaR66FTS0dGT7HMptzbgPE=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJUkLJbBD0WBOmxgv2AdinZbLaNzSZLkhXK0v/gxYMiXv0/3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmBQln2rjut7O2vrG5tV3YKe7u7R8clo6O21qmitAWkVyqboA15UzQlmGG026iKI4DTjvB+Hbmd56o0kyKBzNJqB/joWARI9hYqd2o3F2GF4NS2a26c6BV4uWkDDmag9JXP5QkjakwhGOte56bGD/DyjDC6bTYTzVNMBnjIe1ZKnBMtZ/Nr52ic6uEKJLKljBorv6eyHCs9SQObGeMzUgvezPxP6+XmujGz5hIUkMFWSyKUo6MRLPXUcgUJYZPLMFEMXsrIiOsMDE2oKINwVt+eZW0a1XPrXr3V+V6LY+jAKdwBhXw4Brq0IAmtIDAIzzDK7w50nlx3p2PReuak8+cwB84nz8UEI4V</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OEkiCtaR66FTS0dGT7HMptzbgPE=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJUkLJbBD0WBOmxgv2AdinZbLaNzSZLkhXK0v/gxYMiXv0/3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmBQln2rjut7O2vrG5tV3YKe7u7R8clo6O21qmitAWkVyqboA15UzQlmGG026iKI4DTjvB+Hbmd56o0kyKBzNJqB/joWARI9hYqd2o3F2GF4NS2a26c6BV4uWkDDmag9JXP5QkjakwhGOte56bGD/DyjDC6bTYTzVNMBnjIe1ZKnBMtZ/Nr52ic6uEKJLKljBorv6eyHCs9SQObGeMzUgvezPxP6+XmujGz5hIUkMFWSyKUo6MRLPXUcgUJYZPLMFEMXsrIiOsMDE2oKINwVt+eZW0a1XPrXr3V+V6LY+jAKdwBhXw4Brq0IAmtIDAIzzDK7w50nlx3p2PReuak8+cwB84nz8UEI4V</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OEkiCtaR66FTS0dGT7HMptzbgPE=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJUkLJbBD0WBOmxgv2AdinZbLaNzSZLkhXK0v/gxYMiXv0/3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmBQln2rjut7O2vrG5tV3YKe7u7R8clo6O21qmitAWkVyqboA15UzQlmGG026iKI4DTjvB+Hbmd56o0kyKBzNJqB/joWARI9hYqd2o3F2GF4NS2a26c6BV4uWkDDmag9JXP5QkjakwhGOte56bGD/DyjDC6bTYTzVNMBnjIe1ZKnBMtZ/Nr52ic6uEKJLKljBorv6eyHCs9SQObGeMzUgvezPxP6+XmujGz5hIUkMFWSyKUo6MRLPXUcgUJYZPLMFEMXsrIiOsMDE2oKINwVt+eZW0a1XPrXr3V+V6LY+jAKdwBhXw4Brq0IAmtIDAIzzDK7w50nlx3p2PReuak8+cwB84nz8UEI4V</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OEkiCtaR66FTS0dGT7HMptzbgPE=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJUkLJbBD0WBOmxgv2AdinZbLaNzSZLkhXK0v/gxYMiXv0/3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmBQln2rjut7O2vrG5tV3YKe7u7R8clo6O21qmitAWkVyqboA15UzQlmGG026iKI4DTjvB+Hbmd56o0kyKBzNJqB/joWARI9hYqd2o3F2GF4NS2a26c6BV4uWkDDmag9JXP5QkjakwhGOte56bGD/DyjDC6bTYTzVNMBnjIe1ZKnBMtZ/Nr52ic6uEKJLKljBorv6eyHCs9SQObGeMzUgvezPxP6+XmujGz5hIUkMFWSyKUo6MRLPXUcgUJYZPLMFEMXsrIiOsMDE2oKINwVt+eZW0a1XPrXr3V+V6LY+jAKdwBhXw4Brq0IAmtIDAIzzDK7w50nlx3p2PReuak8+cwB84nz8UEI4V</latexit>

W 0
i  Rci

i �X0
i

W 1
i  Rci�1

i �X1
i

H(Rci�1
i �X0

i , Rci
i �X1

i )
<latexit sha1_base64="Q6HPAAqdTiWLo6a8wSPSM/lRLLE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Q6HPAAqdTiWLo6a8wSPSM/lRLLE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Q6HPAAqdTiWLo6a8wSPSM/lRLLE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Q6HPAAqdTiWLo6a8wSPSM/lRLLE=">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</latexit>

SGX Verify

ci  bi � x2,i
<latexit sha1_base64="h6pAaW6a4PgQ0+ZdzVlURIMMsaI=">AAACCXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBbBg5SkCHosePFYwX5AE8Jmu2mXbrJhd6KW0KsX/4oXD4p49R9489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXpoJrcJxvq7Syura+Ud6sbG3v7O7Z+wdtLTNFWYtKIVU3JJoJnrAWcBCsmypG4lCwTji6mvqdO6Y0l8ktjFPmx2SQ8IhTAkYKbEwD7gkWAVFK3uMw4NiTqcg0fgjy+hmfBHbVqTkz4GXiFqSKCjQD+8vrS5rFLAEqiNY910nBz4kCTgWbVLxMs5TQERmwnqEJiZn289knE3xilD6OpDKVAJ6pvydyEms9jkPTGRMY6kVvKv7n9TKILv2cJ2kGLKHzRVEmMEg8jQX3uWIUxNgQQhU3t2I6JIpQMOFVTAju4svLpF2vuU7NvTmvNupFHGV0hI7RKXLRBWqga9RELUTRI3pGr+jNerJerHfrY95asoqZQ/QH1ucPIxWZ5w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="h6pAaW6a4PgQ0+ZdzVlURIMMsaI=">AAACCXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBbBg5SkCHosePFYwX5AE8Jmu2mXbrJhd6KW0KsX/4oXD4p49R9489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXpoJrcJxvq7Syura+Ud6sbG3v7O7Z+wdtLTNFWYtKIVU3JJoJnrAWcBCsmypG4lCwTji6mvqdO6Y0l8ktjFPmx2SQ8IhTAkYKbEwD7gkWAVFK3uMw4NiTqcg0fgjy+hmfBHbVqTkz4GXiFqSKCjQD+8vrS5rFLAEqiNY910nBz4kCTgWbVLxMs5TQERmwnqEJiZn289knE3xilD6OpDKVAJ6pvydyEms9jkPTGRMY6kVvKv7n9TKILv2cJ2kGLKHzRVEmMEg8jQX3uWIUxNgQQhU3t2I6JIpQMOFVTAju4svLpF2vuU7NvTmvNupFHGV0hI7RKXLRBWqga9RELUTRI3pGr+jNerJerHfrY95asoqZQ/QH1ucPIxWZ5w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="h6pAaW6a4PgQ0+ZdzVlURIMMsaI=">AAACCXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBbBg5SkCHosePFYwX5AE8Jmu2mXbrJhd6KW0KsX/4oXD4p49R9489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXpoJrcJxvq7Syura+Ud6sbG3v7O7Z+wdtLTNFWYtKIVU3JJoJnrAWcBCsmypG4lCwTji6mvqdO6Y0l8ktjFPmx2SQ8IhTAkYKbEwD7gkWAVFK3uMw4NiTqcg0fgjy+hmfBHbVqTkz4GXiFqSKCjQD+8vrS5rFLAEqiNY910nBz4kCTgWbVLxMs5TQERmwnqEJiZn289knE3xilD6OpDKVAJ6pvydyEms9jkPTGRMY6kVvKv7n9TKILv2cJ2kGLKHzRVEmMEg8jQX3uWIUxNgQQhU3t2I6JIpQMOFVTAju4svLpF2vuU7NvTmvNupFHGV0hI7RKXLRBWqga9RELUTRI3pGr+jNerJerHfrY95asoqZQ/QH1ucPIxWZ5w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="h6pAaW6a4PgQ0+ZdzVlURIMMsaI=">AAACCXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBbBg5SkCHosePFYwX5AE8Jmu2mXbrJhd6KW0KsX/4oXD4p49R9489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXpoJrcJxvq7Syura+Ud6sbG3v7O7Z+wdtLTNFWYtKIVU3JJoJnrAWcBCsmypG4lCwTji6mvqdO6Y0l8ktjFPmx2SQ8IhTAkYKbEwD7gkWAVFK3uMw4NiTqcg0fgjy+hmfBHbVqTkz4GXiFqSKCjQD+8vrS5rFLAEqiNY910nBz4kCTgWbVLxMs5TQERmwnqEJiZn289knE3xilD6OpDKVAJ6pvydyEms9jkPTGRMY6kVvKv7n9TKILv2cJ2kGLKHzRVEmMEg8jQX3uWIUxNgQQhU3t2I6JIpQMOFVTAju4svLpF2vuU7NvTmvNupFHGV0hI7RKXLRBWqga9RELUTRI3pGr+jNerJerHfrY95asoqZQ/QH1ucPIxWZ5w==</latexit>

k0
1<latexit sha1_base64="uAM1i4xXNWpz1Iw4OHy/nwTG9fE=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF48VTFtoY9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikrZNMMfRZIhLVDalGwSX6hhuB3VQhjUOBnXByO/c7T6g0T+SDmaYYxHQkecQZNVbyJwPv0R1Ua27dXYCsE68gNSjQGlS/+sOEZTFKwwTVuue5qQlyqgxnAmeVfqYxpWxCR9izVNIYdZAvjp2RC6sMSZQoW9KQhfp7Iqex1tM4tJ0xNWO96s3F/7xeZqKbIOcyzQxKtlwUZYKYhMw/J0OukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYfCo2BG/15XXSbtQ9t+7dX9WajSKOMpzBOVyCB9fQhDtogQ8MODzDK7w50nlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx8Wf44l</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uAM1i4xXNWpz1Iw4OHy/nwTG9fE=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF48VTFtoY9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikrZNMMfRZIhLVDalGwSX6hhuB3VQhjUOBnXByO/c7T6g0T+SDmaYYxHQkecQZNVbyJwPv0R1Ua27dXYCsE68gNSjQGlS/+sOEZTFKwwTVuue5qQlyqgxnAmeVfqYxpWxCR9izVNIYdZAvjp2RC6sMSZQoW9KQhfp7Iqex1tM4tJ0xNWO96s3F/7xeZqKbIOcyzQxKtlwUZYKYhMw/J0OukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYfCo2BG/15XXSbtQ9t+7dX9WajSKOMpzBOVyCB9fQhDtogQ8MODzDK7w50nlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx8Wf44l</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uAM1i4xXNWpz1Iw4OHy/nwTG9fE=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF48VTFtoY9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikrZNMMfRZIhLVDalGwSX6hhuB3VQhjUOBnXByO/c7T6g0T+SDmaYYxHQkecQZNVbyJwPv0R1Ua27dXYCsE68gNSjQGlS/+sOEZTFKwwTVuue5qQlyqgxnAmeVfqYxpWxCR9izVNIYdZAvjp2RC6sMSZQoW9KQhfp7Iqex1tM4tJ0xNWO96s3F/7xeZqKbIOcyzQxKtlwUZYKYhMw/J0OukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYfCo2BG/15XXSbtQ9t+7dX9WajSKOMpzBOVyCB9fQhDtogQ8MODzDK7w50nlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx8Wf44l</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uAM1i4xXNWpz1Iw4OHy/nwTG9fE=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF48VTFtoY9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikrZNMMfRZIhLVDalGwSX6hhuB3VQhjUOBnXByO/c7T6g0T+SDmaYYxHQkecQZNVbyJwPv0R1Ua27dXYCsE68gNSjQGlS/+sOEZTFKwwTVuue5qQlyqgxnAmeVfqYxpWxCR9izVNIYdZAvjp2RC6sMSZQoW9KQhfp7Iqex1tM4tJ0xNWO96s3F/7xeZqKbIOcyzQxKtlwUZYKYhMw/J0OukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYfCo2BG/15XXSbtQ9t+7dX9WajSKOMpzBOVyCB9fQhDtogQ8MODzDK7w50nlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx8Wf44l</latexit>

k1
1<latexit sha1_base64="TqPNTNYmwywaNO2C2CxPZT68ib4=">AAAB7HicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqWyKoMeCF48V3LbQriWbZtvQbHZJskJZ+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GtN2Dtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCWM/7RqWNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSNkmmGfdZIhPdDanhUijuW2El76aa0ziUvBNObud+54lrIxL1YKcpD2I6UiISjFon+ZMBeSSDas2rewvgdUIKUoMCrUH1qz9MWBZzZZmkxvSIl9ogp9oKJvms0s8MTymb0BHvOapozE2QL46d4QunDHGUaFfK4oX6eyKnsTHTOHSdMbVjs+rNxf+8XmajmyAXKs0sV2y5KMoktgmef46HQnNm5dQRyrRwt2I2ppoy6/KpuBDI6svrpN2oE69O7q9qzUYRRxnO4BwugcA1NOEOWuADAwHP8ApvSKEX9I4+lq0lVMycwh+gzx8YA44m</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TqPNTNYmwywaNO2C2CxPZT68ib4=">AAAB7HicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqWyKoMeCF48V3LbQriWbZtvQbHZJskJZ+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GtN2Dtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCWM/7RqWNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSNkmmGfdZIhPdDanhUijuW2El76aa0ziUvBNObud+54lrIxL1YKcpD2I6UiISjFon+ZMBeSSDas2rewvgdUIKUoMCrUH1qz9MWBZzZZmkxvSIl9ogp9oKJvms0s8MTymb0BHvOapozE2QL46d4QunDHGUaFfK4oX6eyKnsTHTOHSdMbVjs+rNxf+8XmajmyAXKs0sV2y5KMoktgmef46HQnNm5dQRyrRwt2I2ppoy6/KpuBDI6svrpN2oE69O7q9qzUYRRxnO4BwugcA1NOEOWuADAwHP8ApvSKEX9I4+lq0lVMycwh+gzx8YA44m</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TqPNTNYmwywaNO2C2CxPZT68ib4=">AAAB7HicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqWyKoMeCF48V3LbQriWbZtvQbHZJskJZ+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GtN2Dtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCWM/7RqWNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSNkmmGfdZIhPdDanhUijuW2El76aa0ziUvBNObud+54lrIxL1YKcpD2I6UiISjFon+ZMBeSSDas2rewvgdUIKUoMCrUH1qz9MWBZzZZmkxvSIl9ogp9oKJvms0s8MTymb0BHvOapozE2QL46d4QunDHGUaFfK4oX6eyKnsTHTOHSdMbVjs+rNxf+8XmajmyAXKs0sV2y5KMoktgmef46HQnNm5dQRyrRwt2I2ppoy6/KpuBDI6svrpN2oE69O7q9qzUYRRxnO4BwugcA1NOEOWuADAwHP8ApvSKEX9I4+lq0lVMycwh+gzx8YA44m</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TqPNTNYmwywaNO2C2CxPZT68ib4=">AAAB7HicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqWyKoMeCF48V3LbQriWbZtvQbHZJskJZ+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GtN2Dtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCWM/7RqWNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSNkmmGfdZIhPdDanhUijuW2El76aa0ziUvBNObud+54lrIxL1YKcpD2I6UiISjFon+ZMBeSSDas2rewvgdUIKUoMCrUH1qz9MWBZzZZmkxvSIl9ogp9oKJvms0s8MTymb0BHvOapozE2QL46d4QunDHGUaFfK4oX6eyKnsTHTOHSdMbVjs+rNxf+8XmajmyAXKs0sV2y5KMoktgmef46HQnNm5dQRyrRwt2I2ppoy6/KpuBDI6svrpN2oE69O7q9qzUYRRxnO4BwugcA1NOEOWuADAwHP8ApvSKEX9I4+lq0lVMycwh+gzx8YA44m</latexit>

k0
2<latexit sha1_base64="w0GJPBaXVXasG7qlPfIrK1gtvLk=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF48VTFtoY9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSNkmmGfdZIhPdDanhUijuo0DJu6nmNA4l74ST27nfeeLaiEQ94DTlQUxHSkSCUbSSPxk0Ht1BtebW3QXIOvEKUoMCrUH1qz9MWBZzhUxSY3qem2KQU42CST6r9DPDU8omdMR7lioacxPki2Nn5MIqQxIl2pZCslB/T+Q0NmYah7Yzpjg2q95c/M/rZRjdBLlQaYZcseWiKJMEEzL/nAyF5gzl1BLKtLC3EjammjK0+VRsCN7qy+uk3ah7bt27v6o1G0UcZTiDc7gED66hCXfQAh8YCHiGV3hzlPPivDsfy9aSU8ycwh84nz8YBY4m</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w0GJPBaXVXasG7qlPfIrK1gtvLk=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF48VTFtoY9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSNkmmGfdZIhPdDanhUijuo0DJu6nmNA4l74ST27nfeeLaiEQ94DTlQUxHSkSCUbSSPxk0Ht1BtebW3QXIOvEKUoMCrUH1qz9MWBZzhUxSY3qem2KQU42CST6r9DPDU8omdMR7lioacxPki2Nn5MIqQxIl2pZCslB/T+Q0NmYah7Yzpjg2q95c/M/rZRjdBLlQaYZcseWiKJMEEzL/nAyF5gzl1BLKtLC3EjammjK0+VRsCN7qy+uk3ah7bt27v6o1G0UcZTiDc7gED66hCXfQAh8YCHiGV3hzlPPivDsfy9aSU8ycwh84nz8YBY4m</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w0GJPBaXVXasG7qlPfIrK1gtvLk=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF48VTFtoY9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSNkmmGfdZIhPdDanhUijuo0DJu6nmNA4l74ST27nfeeLaiEQ94DTlQUxHSkSCUbSSPxk0Ht1BtebW3QXIOvEKUoMCrUH1qz9MWBZzhUxSY3qem2KQU42CST6r9DPDU8omdMR7lioacxPki2Nn5MIqQxIl2pZCslB/T+Q0NmYah7Yzpjg2q95c/M/rZRjdBLlQaYZcseWiKJMEEzL/nAyF5gzl1BLKtLC3EjammjK0+VRsCN7qy+uk3ah7bt27v6o1G0UcZTiDc7gED66hCXfQAh8YCHiGV3hzlPPivDsfy9aSU8ycwh84nz8YBY4m</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w0GJPBaXVXasG7qlPfIrK1gtvLk=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF48VTFtoY9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSNkmmGfdZIhPdDanhUijuo0DJu6nmNA4l74ST27nfeeLaiEQ94DTlQUxHSkSCUbSSPxk0Ht1BtebW3QXIOvEKUoMCrUH1qz9MWBZzhUxSY3qem2KQU42CST6r9DPDU8omdMR7lioacxPki2Nn5MIqQxIl2pZCslB/T+Q0NmYah7Yzpjg2q95c/M/rZRjdBLlQaYZcseWiKJMEEzL/nAyF5gzl1BLKtLC3EjammjK0+VRsCN7qy+uk3ah7bt27v6o1G0UcZTiDc7gED66hCXfQAh8YCHiGV3hzlPPivDsfy9aSU8ycwh84nz8YBY4m</latexit>

PRG

{bi}
<latexit sha1_base64="WgN3h+JqyPNCo/HA+qlVnjJ2sgo=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKUI8FLx4r2A9oQtlsJ+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDEq7/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dkpb2zu7e+X9ysHh0fFJ9fSsq5NMMeywRCSqH1KNgkvsGG4E9lOFNA4F9sLp3cLvPaHSPJGPZpZiENOx5BFn1Fip5+fhkPvzYbXm1t0lyCbxClKDAu1h9csfJSyLURomqNYDz01NkFNlOBM4r/iZxpSyKR3jwFJJY9RBvjx3Tq6sMiJRomxJQ5bq74mcxlrP4tB2xtRM9Lq3EP/zBpmJboOcyzQzKNlqUZQJYhKy+J2MuEJmxMwSyhS3txI2oYoyYxOq2BC89Zc3SbdR99y693BTazWKOMpwAZdwDR40oQX30IYOMJjCM7zCm5M6L86787FqLTnFzDn8gfP5A2QUj4o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WgN3h+JqyPNCo/HA+qlVnjJ2sgo=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKUI8FLx4r2A9oQtlsJ+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDEq7/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dkpb2zu7e+X9ysHh0fFJ9fSsq5NMMeywRCSqH1KNgkvsGG4E9lOFNA4F9sLp3cLvPaHSPJGPZpZiENOx5BFn1Fip5+fhkPvzYbXm1t0lyCbxClKDAu1h9csfJSyLURomqNYDz01NkFNlOBM4r/iZxpSyKR3jwFJJY9RBvjx3Tq6sMiJRomxJQ5bq74mcxlrP4tB2xtRM9Lq3EP/zBpmJboOcyzQzKNlqUZQJYhKy+J2MuEJmxMwSyhS3txI2oYoyYxOq2BC89Zc3SbdR99y693BTazWKOMpwAZdwDR40oQX30IYOMJjCM7zCm5M6L86787FqLTnFzDn8gfP5A2QUj4o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WgN3h+JqyPNCo/HA+qlVnjJ2sgo=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKUI8FLx4r2A9oQtlsJ+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDEq7/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dkpb2zu7e+X9ysHh0fFJ9fSsq5NMMeywRCSqH1KNgkvsGG4E9lOFNA4F9sLp3cLvPaHSPJGPZpZiENOx5BFn1Fip5+fhkPvzYbXm1t0lyCbxClKDAu1h9csfJSyLURomqNYDz01NkFNlOBM4r/iZxpSyKR3jwFJJY9RBvjx3Tq6sMiJRomxJQ5bq74mcxlrP4tB2xtRM9Lq3EP/zBpmJboOcyzQzKNlqUZQJYhKy+J2MuEJmxMwSyhS3txI2oYoyYxOq2BC89Zc3SbdR99y693BTazWKOMpwAZdwDR40oQX30IYOMJjCM7zCm5M6L86787FqLTnFzDn8gfP5A2QUj4o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WgN3h+JqyPNCo/HA+qlVnjJ2sgo=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKUI8FLx4r2A9oQtlsJ+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDEq7/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dkpb2zu7e+X9ysHh0fFJ9fSsq5NMMeywRCSqH1KNgkvsGG4E9lOFNA4F9sLp3cLvPaHSPJGPZpZiENOx5BFn1Fip5+fhkPvzYbXm1t0lyCbxClKDAu1h9csfJSyLURomqNYDz01NkFNlOBM4r/iZxpSyKR3jwFJJY9RBvjx3Tq6sMiJRomxJQ5bq74mcxlrP4tB2xtRM9Lq3EP/zBpmJboOcyzQzKNlqUZQJYhKy+J2MuEJmxMwSyhS3txI2oYoyYxOq2BC89Zc3SbdR99y693BTazWKOMpwAZdwDR40oQX30IYOMJjCM7zCm5M6L86787FqLTnFzDn8gfP5A2QUj4o=</latexit>

ROT GC�*E

Verify {Rbi
i }

<latexit sha1_base64="ZVBGtuEI+KZoYpyoWEtQdSVr254=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF49V7Ac0MWy2m3bpZpPubgol5Hd48aCIV3+MN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QcKZ0rb9bZU2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vFJR8WpJLRNYh7LXoAV5UzQtmaa014iKY4CTrvB+Hbud6dUKhaLRz1LqBfhoWAhI1gbyXOzB589ZYHPcjf3qzW7bi+A1olTkBoUaPnVL3cQkzSiQhOOleo7dqK9DEvNCKd5xU0VTTAZ4yHtGypwRJWXLY7O0YVRBiiMpSmh0UL9PZHhSKlZFJjOCOuRWvXm4n9eP9XhjZcxkaSaCrJcFKYc6RjNE0ADJinRfGYIJpKZWxEZYYmJNjlVTAjO6svrpNOoO3bdub+qNRtFHGU4g3O4BAeuoQl30II2EJjAM7zCmzW1Xqx362PZWrKKmVP4A+vzBwpSkjY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZVBGtuEI+KZoYpyoWEtQdSVr254=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF49V7Ac0MWy2m3bpZpPubgol5Hd48aCIV3+MN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QcKZ0rb9bZU2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vFJR8WpJLRNYh7LXoAV5UzQtmaa014iKY4CTrvB+Hbud6dUKhaLRz1LqBfhoWAhI1gbyXOzB589ZYHPcjf3qzW7bi+A1olTkBoUaPnVL3cQkzSiQhOOleo7dqK9DEvNCKd5xU0VTTAZ4yHtGypwRJWXLY7O0YVRBiiMpSmh0UL9PZHhSKlZFJjOCOuRWvXm4n9eP9XhjZcxkaSaCrJcFKYc6RjNE0ADJinRfGYIJpKZWxEZYYmJNjlVTAjO6svrpNOoO3bdub+qNRtFHGU4g3O4BAeuoQl30II2EJjAM7zCmzW1Xqx362PZWrKKmVP4A+vzBwpSkjY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZVBGtuEI+KZoYpyoWEtQdSVr254=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF49V7Ac0MWy2m3bpZpPubgol5Hd48aCIV3+MN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QcKZ0rb9bZU2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vFJR8WpJLRNYh7LXoAV5UzQtmaa014iKY4CTrvB+Hbud6dUKhaLRz1LqBfhoWAhI1gbyXOzB589ZYHPcjf3qzW7bi+A1olTkBoUaPnVL3cQkzSiQhOOleo7dqK9DEvNCKd5xU0VTTAZ4yHtGypwRJWXLY7O0YVRBiiMpSmh0UL9PZHhSKlZFJjOCOuRWvXm4n9eP9XhjZcxkaSaCrJcFKYc6RjNE0ADJinRfGYIJpKZWxEZYYmJNjlVTAjO6svrpNOoO3bdub+qNRtFHGU4g3O4BAeuoQl30II2EJjAM7zCmzW1Xqx362PZWrKKmVP4A+vzBwpSkjY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZVBGtuEI+KZoYpyoWEtQdSVr254=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF49V7Ac0MWy2m3bpZpPubgol5Hd48aCIV3+MN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QcKZ0rb9bZU2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vFJR8WpJLRNYh7LXoAV5UzQtmaa014iKY4CTrvB+Hbud6dUKhaLRz1LqBfhoWAhI1gbyXOzB589ZYHPcjf3qzW7bi+A1olTkBoUaPnVL3cQkzSiQhOOleo7dqK9DEvNCKd5xU0VTTAZ4yHtGypwRJWXLY7O0YVRBiiMpSmh0UL9PZHhSKlZFJjOCOuRWvXm4n9eP9XhjZcxkaSaCrJcFKYc6RjNE0ADJinRfGYIJpKZWxEZYYmJNjlVTAjO6svrpNOoO3bdub+qNRtFHGU4g3O4BAeuoQl30II2EJjAM7zCmzW1Xqx362PZWrKKmVP4A+vzBwpSkjY=</latexit>

(F, d)
<latexit sha1_base64="0+pOImH2slhk6XA9YTbsVmKwKgI=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJUkJIUQY8FQTxWMG2hDWWz2bRLN7thdyOU0N/gxYMiXv1B3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmhSln2rjut7O2vrG5tV3aKe/u7R8cVo6O21pmilCfSC5VN8Saciaob5jhtJsqipOQ0044vp35nSeqNJPi0UxSGiR4KFjMCDZW8mt3l9HFoFJ16+4caJV4BalCgdag8tWPJMkSKgzhWOue56YmyLEyjHA6LfczTVNMxnhIe5YKnFAd5PNjp+jcKhGKpbIlDJqrvydynGg9SULbmWAz0sveTPzP62UmvglyJtLMUEEWi+KMIyPR7HMUMUWJ4RNLMFHM3orICCtMjM2nbEPwll9eJe1G3XPr3sNVtdko4ijBKZxBDTy4hibcQwt8IMDgGV7hzRHOi/PufCxa15xi5gT+wPn8AYCNjcM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0+pOImH2slhk6XA9YTbsVmKwKgI=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJUkJIUQY8FQTxWMG2hDWWz2bRLN7thdyOU0N/gxYMiXv1B3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmhSln2rjut7O2vrG5tV3aKe/u7R8cVo6O21pmilCfSC5VN8Saciaob5jhtJsqipOQ0044vp35nSeqNJPi0UxSGiR4KFjMCDZW8mt3l9HFoFJ16+4caJV4BalCgdag8tWPJMkSKgzhWOue56YmyLEyjHA6LfczTVNMxnhIe5YKnFAd5PNjp+jcKhGKpbIlDJqrvydynGg9SULbmWAz0sveTPzP62UmvglyJtLMUEEWi+KMIyPR7HMUMUWJ4RNLMFHM3orICCtMjM2nbEPwll9eJe1G3XPr3sNVtdko4ijBKZxBDTy4hibcQwt8IMDgGV7hzRHOi/PufCxa15xi5gT+wPn8AYCNjcM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0+pOImH2slhk6XA9YTbsVmKwKgI=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJUkJIUQY8FQTxWMG2hDWWz2bRLN7thdyOU0N/gxYMiXv1B3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmhSln2rjut7O2vrG5tV3aKe/u7R8cVo6O21pmilCfSC5VN8Saciaob5jhtJsqipOQ0044vp35nSeqNJPi0UxSGiR4KFjMCDZW8mt3l9HFoFJ16+4caJV4BalCgdag8tWPJMkSKgzhWOue56YmyLEyjHA6LfczTVNMxnhIe5YKnFAd5PNjp+jcKhGKpbIlDJqrvydynGg9SULbmWAz0sveTPzP62UmvglyJtLMUEEWi+KMIyPR7HMUMUWJ4RNLMFHM3orICCtMjM2nbEPwll9eJe1G3XPr3sNVtdko4ijBKZxBDTy4hibcQwt8IMDgGV7hzRHOi/PufCxa15xi5gT+wPn8AYCNjcM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0+pOImH2slhk6XA9YTbsVmKwKgI=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJUkJIUQY8FQTxWMG2hDWWz2bRLN7thdyOU0N/gxYMiXv1B3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmhSln2rjut7O2vrG5tV3aKe/u7R8cVo6O21pmilCfSC5VN8Saciaob5jhtJsqipOQ0044vp35nSeqNJPi0UxSGiR4KFjMCDZW8mt3l9HFoFJ16+4caJV4BalCgdag8tWPJMkSKgzhWOue56YmyLEyjHA6LfczTVNMxnhIe5YKnFAd5PNjp+jcKhGKpbIlDJqrvydynGg9SULbmWAz0sveTPzP62UmvglyJtLMUEEWi+KMIyPR7HMUMUWJ4RNLMFHM3orICCtMjM2nbEPwll9eJe1G3XPr3sNVtdko4ijBKZxBDTy4hibcQwt8IMDgGV7hzRHOi/PufCxa15xi5gT+wPn8AYCNjcM=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="1RBfupl2ojwSLG3UlD0l8Q+dHbs=">AAACO3icbVA7T8MwGHR4lvAKMLJYtEhFQlXcBcZKLB1LRR9SGyLHdVqrzkO2g1RF/V8s/Ak2FhYGEGJlx2kz9MFJlk539+nzd17MmVS2/WZsbG5t7+wW9sz9g8OjY+vktC2jRBDaIhGPRNfDknIW0pZiitNuLCgOPE473vgu8ztPVEgWhQ9qElMnwMOQ+YxgpSXXapbq5abLHu1+FPNEwm7GrzMFLSjoqmSaeRKtJe3lpGsV7Yo9A1wnKCdFkKPhWq/9QUSSgIaKcCxlD9mxclIsFCOcTs1+ImmMyRgPaU/TEAdUOuns9im81MoA+pHQL1Rwpi5OpDiQchJ4OhlgNZKrXib+5/US5d86KQvjRNGQzBf5CYcqglmRcMAEJYpPNMFEMP1XSEZYYKJ03aYuAa2evE7a1QqyK+i+WqxV8zoK4BxcgDJA4AbUQB00QAsQ8AzewSf4Ml6MD+Pb+JlHN4x85gwswfj9A2+nqhM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1RBfupl2ojwSLG3UlD0l8Q+dHbs=">AAACO3icbVA7T8MwGHR4lvAKMLJYtEhFQlXcBcZKLB1LRR9SGyLHdVqrzkO2g1RF/V8s/Ak2FhYGEGJlx2kz9MFJlk539+nzd17MmVS2/WZsbG5t7+wW9sz9g8OjY+vktC2jRBDaIhGPRNfDknIW0pZiitNuLCgOPE473vgu8ztPVEgWhQ9qElMnwMOQ+YxgpSXXapbq5abLHu1+FPNEwm7GrzMFLSjoqmSaeRKtJe3lpGsV7Yo9A1wnKCdFkKPhWq/9QUSSgIaKcCxlD9mxclIsFCOcTs1+ImmMyRgPaU/TEAdUOuns9im81MoA+pHQL1Rwpi5OpDiQchJ4OhlgNZKrXib+5/US5d86KQvjRNGQzBf5CYcqglmRcMAEJYpPNMFEMP1XSEZYYKJ03aYuAa2evE7a1QqyK+i+WqxV8zoK4BxcgDJA4AbUQB00QAsQ8AzewSf4Ml6MD+Pb+JlHN4x85gwswfj9A2+nqhM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1RBfupl2ojwSLG3UlD0l8Q+dHbs=">AAACO3icbVA7T8MwGHR4lvAKMLJYtEhFQlXcBcZKLB1LRR9SGyLHdVqrzkO2g1RF/V8s/Ak2FhYGEGJlx2kz9MFJlk539+nzd17MmVS2/WZsbG5t7+wW9sz9g8OjY+vktC2jRBDaIhGPRNfDknIW0pZiitNuLCgOPE473vgu8ztPVEgWhQ9qElMnwMOQ+YxgpSXXapbq5abLHu1+FPNEwm7GrzMFLSjoqmSaeRKtJe3lpGsV7Yo9A1wnKCdFkKPhWq/9QUSSgIaKcCxlD9mxclIsFCOcTs1+ImmMyRgPaU/TEAdUOuns9im81MoA+pHQL1Rwpi5OpDiQchJ4OhlgNZKrXib+5/US5d86KQvjRNGQzBf5CYcqglmRcMAEJYpPNMFEMP1XSEZYYKJ03aYuAa2evE7a1QqyK+i+WqxV8zoK4BxcgDJA4AbUQB00QAsQ8AzewSf4Ml6MD+Pb+JlHN4x85gwswfj9A2+nqhM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1RBfupl2ojwSLG3UlD0l8Q+dHbs=">AAACO3icbVA7T8MwGHR4lvAKMLJYtEhFQlXcBcZKLB1LRR9SGyLHdVqrzkO2g1RF/V8s/Ak2FhYGEGJlx2kz9MFJlk539+nzd17MmVS2/WZsbG5t7+wW9sz9g8OjY+vktC2jRBDaIhGPRNfDknIW0pZiitNuLCgOPE473vgu8ztPVEgWhQ9qElMnwMOQ+YxgpSXXapbq5abLHu1+FPNEwm7GrzMFLSjoqmSaeRKtJe3lpGsV7Yo9A1wnKCdFkKPhWq/9QUSSgIaKcCxlD9mxclIsFCOcTs1+ImmMyRgPaU/TEAdUOuns9im81MoA+pHQL1Rwpi5OpDiQchJ4OhlgNZKrXib+5/US5d86KQvjRNGQzBf5CYcqglmRcMAEJYpPNMFEMP1XSEZYYKJ03aYuAa2evE7a1QqyK+i+WqxV8zoK4BxcgDJA4AbUQB00QAsQ8AzewSf4Ml6MD+Pb+JlHN4x85gwswfj9A2+nqhM=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="tF3Y56hHlH3JKebb5bQzfnP9Vwg=">AAACGXicbZC7TsMwFIadcivlFmBksaiQGFCVVEgwVmJhLIhepKZEjuu0Vh07sh2givIaLLwKCwMIMcLE2+C0GaDllyz9+s45Oj5/EDOqtON8W6Wl5ZXVtfJ6ZWNza3vH3t1rK5FITFpYMCG7AVKEUU5ammpGurEkKAoY6QTji7zeuSNSUcFv9CQm/QgNOQ0pRtog33a6flo/oZnHSKiRlOIednx6mz7McAY9EbNEwescBj7NfLvq1Jyp4KJxC1MFhZq+/ekNBE4iwjVmSKme68S6nyKpKWYkq3iJIjHCYzQkPWM5iojqp9PLMnhkyACGQprHNZzS3xMpipSaRIHpjJAeqflaDv+r9RIdnvdTyuNEE45ni8KEQS1gHhMcUEmwZhNjEJbU/BXiEZIIaxNmxYTgzp+8aNr1muvU3KvTaqNexFEGB+AQHAMXnIEGuARN0AIYPIJn8ArerCfrxXq3PmatJauY2Qd/ZH39AMLeoLc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tF3Y56hHlH3JKebb5bQzfnP9Vwg=">AAACGXicbZC7TsMwFIadcivlFmBksaiQGFCVVEgwVmJhLIhepKZEjuu0Vh07sh2givIaLLwKCwMIMcLE2+C0GaDllyz9+s45Oj5/EDOqtON8W6Wl5ZXVtfJ6ZWNza3vH3t1rK5FITFpYMCG7AVKEUU5ammpGurEkKAoY6QTji7zeuSNSUcFv9CQm/QgNOQ0pRtog33a6flo/oZnHSKiRlOIednx6mz7McAY9EbNEwescBj7NfLvq1Jyp4KJxC1MFhZq+/ekNBE4iwjVmSKme68S6nyKpKWYkq3iJIjHCYzQkPWM5iojqp9PLMnhkyACGQprHNZzS3xMpipSaRIHpjJAeqflaDv+r9RIdnvdTyuNEE45ni8KEQS1gHhMcUEmwZhNjEJbU/BXiEZIIaxNmxYTgzp+8aNr1muvU3KvTaqNexFEGB+AQHAMXnIEGuARN0AIYPIJn8ArerCfrxXq3PmatJauY2Qd/ZH39AMLeoLc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tF3Y56hHlH3JKebb5bQzfnP9Vwg=">AAACGXicbZC7TsMwFIadcivlFmBksaiQGFCVVEgwVmJhLIhepKZEjuu0Vh07sh2givIaLLwKCwMIMcLE2+C0GaDllyz9+s45Oj5/EDOqtON8W6Wl5ZXVtfJ6ZWNza3vH3t1rK5FITFpYMCG7AVKEUU5ammpGurEkKAoY6QTji7zeuSNSUcFv9CQm/QgNOQ0pRtog33a6flo/oZnHSKiRlOIednx6mz7McAY9EbNEwescBj7NfLvq1Jyp4KJxC1MFhZq+/ekNBE4iwjVmSKme68S6nyKpKWYkq3iJIjHCYzQkPWM5iojqp9PLMnhkyACGQprHNZzS3xMpipSaRIHpjJAeqflaDv+r9RIdnvdTyuNEE45ni8KEQS1gHhMcUEmwZhNjEJbU/BXiEZIIaxNmxYTgzp+8aNr1muvU3KvTaqNexFEGB+AQHAMXnIEGuARN0AIYPIJn8ArerCfrxXq3PmatJauY2Qd/ZH39AMLeoLc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tF3Y56hHlH3JKebb5bQzfnP9Vwg=">AAACGXicbZC7TsMwFIadcivlFmBksaiQGFCVVEgwVmJhLIhepKZEjuu0Vh07sh2givIaLLwKCwMIMcLE2+C0GaDllyz9+s45Oj5/EDOqtON8W6Wl5ZXVtfJ6ZWNza3vH3t1rK5FITFpYMCG7AVKEUU5ammpGurEkKAoY6QTji7zeuSNSUcFv9CQm/QgNOQ0pRtog33a6flo/oZnHSKiRlOIednx6mz7McAY9EbNEwescBj7NfLvq1Jyp4KJxC1MFhZq+/ekNBE4iwjVmSKme68S6nyKpKWYkq3iJIjHCYzQkPWM5iojqp9PLMnhkyACGQprHNZzS3xMpipSaRIHpjJAeqflaDv+r9RIdnvdTyuNEE45ni8KEQS1gHhMcUEmwZhNjEJbU/BXiEZIIaxNmxYTgzp+8aNr1muvU3KvTaqNexFEGB+AQHAMXnIEGuARN0AIYPIJn8ArerCfrxXq3PmatJauY2Qd/ZH39AMLeoLc=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="ErM5dbnjmUBL28wFShzhZ3lQ0t4=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5SkCHosePFYwX5AG8pmu2mXbjZhdyKUkB/hxYMiXv093vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYkUBl332yltbG5t75R3K3v7B4dH1eOTjolTzXibxTLWvYAaLoXibRQoeS/RnEaB5N1gejf3u09cGxGrR5wl3I/oWIlQMIpW6vaGmXcl8mG15tbdBcg68QpSgwKtYfVrMIpZGnGFTFJj+p6boJ9RjYJJnlcGqeEJZVM65n1LFY248bPFuTm5sMqIhLG2pZAs1N8TGY2MmUWB7YwoTsyqNxf/8/ophrd+JlSSIldsuShMJcGYzH8nI6E5QzmzhDIt7K2ETaimDG1CFRuCt/ryOuk06p5b9x6ua81GEUcZzuAcLsGDG2jCPbSgDQym8Ayv8OYkzovz7nwsW0tOMXMKf+B8/gDJuo8l</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ErM5dbnjmUBL28wFShzhZ3lQ0t4=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5SkCHosePFYwX5AG8pmu2mXbjZhdyKUkB/hxYMiXv093vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYkUBl332yltbG5t75R3K3v7B4dH1eOTjolTzXibxTLWvYAaLoXibRQoeS/RnEaB5N1gejf3u09cGxGrR5wl3I/oWIlQMIpW6vaGmXcl8mG15tbdBcg68QpSgwKtYfVrMIpZGnGFTFJj+p6boJ9RjYJJnlcGqeEJZVM65n1LFY248bPFuTm5sMqIhLG2pZAs1N8TGY2MmUWB7YwoTsyqNxf/8/ophrd+JlSSIldsuShMJcGYzH8nI6E5QzmzhDIt7K2ETaimDG1CFRuCt/ryOuk06p5b9x6ua81GEUcZzuAcLsGDG2jCPbSgDQym8Ayv8OYkzovz7nwsW0tOMXMKf+B8/gDJuo8l</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ErM5dbnjmUBL28wFShzhZ3lQ0t4=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5SkCHosePFYwX5AG8pmu2mXbjZhdyKUkB/hxYMiXv093vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYkUBl332yltbG5t75R3K3v7B4dH1eOTjolTzXibxTLWvYAaLoXibRQoeS/RnEaB5N1gejf3u09cGxGrR5wl3I/oWIlQMIpW6vaGmXcl8mG15tbdBcg68QpSgwKtYfVrMIpZGnGFTFJj+p6boJ9RjYJJnlcGqeEJZVM65n1LFY248bPFuTm5sMqIhLG2pZAs1N8TGY2MmUWB7YwoTsyqNxf/8/ophrd+JlSSIldsuShMJcGYzH8nI6E5QzmzhDIt7K2ETaimDG1CFRuCt/ryOuk06p5b9x6ua81GEUcZzuAcLsGDG2jCPbSgDQym8Ayv8OYkzovz7nwsW0tOMXMKf+B8/gDJuo8l</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ErM5dbnjmUBL28wFShzhZ3lQ0t4=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5SkCHosePFYwX5AG8pmu2mXbjZhdyKUkB/hxYMiXv093vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYkUBl332yltbG5t75R3K3v7B4dH1eOTjolTzXibxTLWvYAaLoXibRQoeS/RnEaB5N1gejf3u09cGxGrR5wl3I/oWIlQMIpW6vaGmXcl8mG15tbdBcg68QpSgwKtYfVrMIpZGnGFTFJj+p6boJ9RjYJJnlcGqeEJZVM65n1LFY248bPFuTm5sMqIhLG2pZAs1N8TGY2MmUWB7YwoTsyqNxf/8/ophrd+JlSSIldsuShMJcGYzH8nI6E5QzmzhDIt7K2ETaimDG1CFRuCt/ryOuk06p5b9x6ua81GEUcZzuAcLsGDG2jCPbSgDQym8Ayv8OYkzovz7nwsW0tOMXMKf+B8/gDJuo8l</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="wXvlvk4drczwMsWc1t/0I9s9bK8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF48t2FZoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQQ+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikq+NUMeywWMTqIaAaBZfYMdwIfEgU0igQ2Aumt3O/94RK81jemyxBP6JjyUPOqLFSOxtWa27dXYCsE68gNSjQGla/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifFzqgxnAmeVQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8vDp2RC6uMSBgrW9KQhfp7IqeR1lkU2M6Imole9ebif14/NeGNn3OZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkxFXyIzILKFMcXsrYROqKDM2m4oNwVt9eZ10G3XPrXvtq1qzUcRRhjM4h0vw4BqacAct6AADhGd4hTfn0Xlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx/i7Yzt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wXvlvk4drczwMsWc1t/0I9s9bK8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF48t2FZoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQQ+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikq+NUMeywWMTqIaAaBZfYMdwIfEgU0igQ2Aumt3O/94RK81jemyxBP6JjyUPOqLFSOxtWa27dXYCsE68gNSjQGla/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifFzqgxnAmeVQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8vDp2RC6uMSBgrW9KQhfp7IqeR1lkU2M6Imole9ebif14/NeGNn3OZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkxFXyIzILKFMcXsrYROqKDM2m4oNwVt9eZ10G3XPrXvtq1qzUcRRhjM4h0vw4BqacAct6AADhGd4hTfn0Xlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx/i7Yzt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wXvlvk4drczwMsWc1t/0I9s9bK8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF48t2FZoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQQ+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikq+NUMeywWMTqIaAaBZfYMdwIfEgU0igQ2Aumt3O/94RK81jemyxBP6JjyUPOqLFSOxtWa27dXYCsE68gNSjQGla/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifFzqgxnAmeVQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8vDp2RC6uMSBgrW9KQhfp7IqeR1lkU2M6Imole9ebif14/NeGNn3OZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkxFXyIzILKFMcXsrYROqKDM2m4oNwVt9eZ10G3XPrXvtq1qzUcRRhjM4h0vw4BqacAct6AADhGd4hTfn0Xlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx/i7Yzt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wXvlvk4drczwMsWc1t/0I9s9bK8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF48t2FZoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQQ+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikq+NUMeywWMTqIaAaBZfYMdwIfEgU0igQ2Aumt3O/94RK81jemyxBP6JjyUPOqLFSOxtWa27dXYCsE68gNSjQGla/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifFzqgxnAmeVQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8vDp2RC6uMSBgrW9KQhfp7IqeR1lkU2M6Imole9ebif14/NeGNn3OZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkxFXyIzILKFMcXsrYROqKDM2m4oNwVt9eZ10G3XPrXvtq1qzUcRRhjM4h0vw4BqacAct6AADhGd4hTfn0Xlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx/i7Yzt</latexit>
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Figure 5: Malicious silent-Yao protocol

Indistinguishability. Assume the communication between P1

and P2 is via the secure channel functionality FSC, the views
of A and Z in EXEC

FHW[MOT-GC]

ΠOT-GC
2pc ,A,Z and EXECFf2pc,S,Z

are identical.
Therefore, it is perfectly indistinguishable.

Case 2: P1 is corrupted; P2 and FHW[MOT-GC] are honest.

Simulator. The simulator S internally runs A, forwarding mes-
sages to/from the environment Z . S simulates the interface of
FHW[MOT-GC] as well as honest P2. In addition, the simulator
S simulates the following interactions with A.
• Upon receiving (COMPUTENOTIFY, sid, |x2|, P2) from the

external Ff2pc, the simulator S picks random k0
2 ← {0, 1}λ

and then sends (Run, sid, 〈ROT, 〈k0
2, n2〉〉) to FHW[MOT-GC]

on behave of P2.
• Upon receiving (Run, sid, 〈ROT, 〈k0

1, n2〉〉) from P1 and
(Run, sid, 〈ROT, 〈k0

2, n2〉〉) from P2, for i ∈ [n2], S acts
as FHW[MOT-GC] to compute R0

i ← PRFk01 (i, 0), R1
i ←

PRFk01 (i, 1), and it picks a random bi ← {0, 1}. S then
sends {Rbii }i∈[n2] to the simulated party P2 on behave of
FHW[MOT-GC].

• When the simulated party P2 receive {Rbii }i∈[n2] from
FHW[MOT-GC], S acts as P2 to send {ci := bi}i∈[n2]

to the simulated party P1. S then acts as P2 to send
(Run, sid, 〈GC, f〉) to FHW[MOT-GC].

• When P2 receives {Zi}i∈[n1] and {W 0
i ,W

1
i }i∈[n2] from P1,

S uses the internal GC label information (F, e, d) of the
simulated FHW[MOT-GC] to extract P1’s input x∗1. It then
sends (COMPUTE, sid, x∗1) to the external Ff2pc on behave
of P1.

• Upon receiving (OUTPUT, sid, P2) from the external
FHW[MOT-GC], if A allows P2 to finish the protocol ex-
ecution and obtains y, S sends (DELIVER, sid, P2) to the
external Ff2pc.

Indistinguishability. The indistinguishability is proven through
a series of hybrid worlds H0, . . . ,H2.
Hybrid H0: It is the real protocol execution EXEC

FHW[MOT-GC]

ΠOT-GC
2pc ,A,Z .

Hybrid H1: H1 is the same as H0 except that in H1, the ROT
choice bits b1, . . . , bn2

are true random bits instead of computing
from (b1, . . . , bn2

)← PRG(k0
2).

Claim 1. If PRG : {0, 1}λ 7→ {0, 1}n2 is a secure PRG function
with adversarial distinguishing advantage AdvPRG(A, λ), then
H1 and H0 are indistinguishable with distinguishing advantage
AdvPRG(A, λ).

Proof. It is a straightforward reduction; namely, by hybrid argu-
ment, we can show that if there exists an adversary A who can
distinguish H1 from H0, then we can construct an adversary B
who can break the PRG.

Hybrid H2: H2 is the same as H1 except that in H2, P2 sends
{c′i := bi}i∈[n2] to P1, instead of {ci := bi ⊕ x2,i}i∈[n2].

Claim 2. H2 and H1 are perfectly indistinguishable.

Proof. Since bi are the ROT select bits randomly picked by
FHW[MOT-GC], the distribution of {c′i}i∈[n2] and {ci}i∈[n2] are
identical. Therefore, H2 and H1 are perfectly indistinguish-
able.

The adversary’s view of H2 is identical to the simulated view
EXECFf2pc,S,Z

. Therefore, the overall distinguishing advantage is
AdvPRG(A, λ).

Case 3: P2 is corrupted; P1 and FHW[MOT-GC] are honest.

Simulator. The simulator S internally runs A, forwarding mes-
sages to/from the environment Z . S simulates the interface of
FHW[MOT-GC] as well as honest P1. In addition, the simulator
S simulates the following interactions with A.
• Upon receiving (COMPUTENOTIFY, sid, |x1|, P1) from the

external Ff2pc, the simulator S picks random k0
1 ← {0, 1}λ

and R0
i ← {0, 1}λ, R1

i ← {0, 1}λ. It then sends
(Run, sid, 〈ROT, 〈k0

1, n2〉〉) to FHW[MOT-GC] on behave of
P1.

• Upon receiving (Run, sid, 〈ROT, 〈k0
1, n2〉〉) from P1

and (Run, sid, 〈ROT, 〈k0
2, n2〉〉) from P2, S acts as

FHW[MOT-GC] to compute (b1, . . . , bn2
) ← PRG(k0

2). S
then fetches {R0

i , R
1
i }i∈[n2] from the simulated P1 and

sends {Rbii }i∈[n2] to P2.
• When P1 receives {ci}i∈[n2] from P2, S fetches {bi}i∈[n2]

from FHW[MOT-GC]’s internal state. S then extracts P2’s
input x∗2,i := ci⊕bi. After that, it sends (COMPUTE, sid, x∗2)

to the external Ff2pc on behave of P2.



• Upon receiving (COMPUTE, sid, y) from the external Ff2pc
for P2, the simulator S uses the GC simulator to generate
(F ′, X ′, d′)← Sim(1λ, y,Φ(f)).

• Upon receiving (Run, sid, 〈GC, 〈k1
1, f〉〉) from P1 and

(Run, sid, 〈GC, f〉) from P2 to FHW[MOT-GC], S sends
(F ′, d′) as the GC tables and decode information to P2 on
behave of FHW[MOT-GC]. S then uses X ′ as the wire labels
to generate {Zi}i∈[n1] and {W 0

i ,W
1
i }i∈[n2] as follows:

1. For i ∈ [n1], set Zi := X ′i;
2. For i ∈ [n2]: set W x2,i

i := X ′n1+i⊕Rbii and W x2,i⊕1
i :=

Rbi⊕1
i ;
S then acts as P1 to send those messages to P2.

Indistinguishability. The indistinguishability is proven through
a series of hybrid worlds H0, . . . ,H2.
Hybrid H0: It is the real protocol execution EXEC

FHW[MOT-GC]

ΠOT-GC
2pc ,A,Z .

Hybrid H1: H1 is the same as H0 except that H1 uses true ran-
dom numbers R0

i , R
1
i ← {0, 1}λ instead of Rbi ← PRFk01 (i, b),

b ∈ {0, 1}.

Claim 3. If PRF : {0, 1}λ × {0, 1}λ 7→ {0, 1}λ is a se-
cure PRF function with adversarial distinguishing advantage
AdvPRF(A, λ), then H1 and H0 are indistinguishable with dis-
tinguishing advantage 2n2 · AdvPRF(A, λ).

Proof. It is a straightforward reduction; namely, by hybrid argu-
ment, we can show that if there exists an adversary A who can
distinguish H1 from H0, then we can construct an adversary B
who can break the PRF.

Hybrid H2: H2 is the same as H1 except that H2 generates
(F ′, X ′, d′)← Sim(1λ, y,Φ(f)), and then it uses X ′ as the wire
labels to generate {Zi}i∈[n1] and {W x2,i

i }i∈[n2]. FHW[MOT-GC]
also sends (F ′, d′) as the GC tables and decoding information
to P2.

Claim 4. If GC is simulatable private with adversar-
ial distinguishing advantage Advprv.sim,Φ,SimGC (A, λ), then H2

and H1 are indistinguishable with distinguishing advantage
Advprv.sim,Φ,SimGC (A, λ).

Proof. First of all, by the requirement of simulatable privacy in
Def. 2, (F ′, X ′, d′)← Sim(1λ, y,Φ(f)) should be indistinguish-
able from the real one. Moreover, since P2 does not know Rbi⊕1

i ,
if there is an adversary A who can distinguish the distribution of
{W 0

i ,W
1
i }i∈[n2] from the real one with probability ε, then we

can construct an adversary B who has the same distinguishing
advantage Advprv.sim,Φ,SimGC (B, λ) = ε.

The adversary’s view of H2 is identical to the simulated
view EXECFf2pc,S,Z

. Therefore, if GC is simulatable private, the

views of A and Z in EXEC
FHW[MOT-GC]

ΠOT-GC
2pc ,A,Z and EXECFf2pc,S,Z

are
indistinguishable with distinguishing advantage

2n2 · AdvPRF(A, λ) + Advprv.sim,Φ,SimGC (A, λ) = negl(λ) .

Case 4: P1 and P2 are corrupted; FHW[MOT-GC] is honest.

Simulator. The simulator S internally runs A, forwarding mes-
sages to/from the environment Z . The simulator S simulates the
functionality FHW[MOT-GC].

Indistinguishability. This is a trivial case. Since both P1 and
P2 are controlled by the adversary A, no message is simulated
by S.

This concludes the proof.

Theorem 2. If PRF : {0, 1}λ × {0, 1}λ 7→ {0, 1}λ is a secure
PRF function, PRG : {0, 1}λ 7→ {0, 1}`(λ) is a secure PRG
function, H : {0, 1}∗ 7→ {0, 1}λ is a collision resistant hash
function, and GC := (Gb,En,Ev,De) is a secure simulatable
private garbling scheme, protocol ΠOT-GC

2pc (malicious setting)
described in Fig. 4 UC-realizes Ff2pc as described in Fig. 1 in
the FHW[MOT-GC]-hybrid model against any PPT malicious ad-
versaries who can corrupt either FHW[MOT-GC] or the player(s)
P1 (and/or P2) with static corruption.

The proof is provided in App. B.

6. Further reducing communication

In this section, we show how to further reduce the online
communication complexity in the semi-honest setting. The main
observation is as follows. P2 can use some masks to hide its
inputs, and directly send these masked inputs to P1 to fetch
the corresponding input wire labels; while in our original semi-
honest setting protocol as presented in Fig. 4, P2 has to use OT
to obtain its wire labels. Note that using OT to transfer 1 label
needs 2λ + 1 bits communication, and directly fetch one only
needs λ+ 1 bits.

The idea of using masks in garbled circuit can trace back to
the point-and-permute technique [12] – Beaver et al. append a
select bit to each wire label, and arrange each garbled table
according to the select bits of the input wire labels. Before
presenting our protocol, we first specify the FHW functionality
as Mmask-GC. It performs two tasks: (i) generate pseudo random
input masks, send P1 and P2 the masks of their inputs; (ii)
generate masked garbled circuit, send the input wire labels to
P1 and the garbled tables and decoding information to P2.
During the protocol Πmask-GC

2pc execution, both parties first query
the FHW[Mmask-GC] for their input masks; then, P2 hides its
input with masks, and sends the masked input to P1; thereafter,
both parties use FHW[Mmask-GC] to generate the garbled circuit;
after receiving the input wire labels, P1 sends the wire labels
corresponding to both parties’ masked inputs to P2; at the end,
P2 evaluates the garbled circuit and decode the output. Due to
space limitation, we put the detailed description of Mmask-GC and
the protocol Πmask-GC

2pc in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 in Appendix A.
Security. The security analysis of the improved protocol
Πmask-GC

2pc is analogous to semi-honest setting ΠOT-GC
2pc under the

same assumption. The proof is much similar to the one of
Thm. 1, so we only provide a high level description here.
As in the semi-honest setting protocol ΠOT-GC

2pc , we isolate
the FHW[Mmask-GC] from any private inputs, so even when
FHW[Mmask-GC] is corrupted, the input privacy can be guaranteed;



TABLE 4: Performance comparison of the computation process of the semi-honest setting protocols ΠOT-GC
2pc and Πmask-GC

2pc . Result obtained from
SGX-enabled Dell OptiPlex 7080 (Intel Core 8700 CPU @ 3.20 GHz, 32 GB RAM, OS: Ubuntu 18.04 LTS). It shows the running time (in ms)
for evaluating AES-128, SHA-256, and SHA-512 circuits once, respectively.

Circuit Network setting Garbler running time (in ms) Evaluator running time (in ms)
ΠOT-GC

2pc Πmask-GC
2pc ΠOT-GC

2pc Πmask-GC
2pc

AES-128 LAN (1Gbps, 1ms) 4.653 2.255 7.607 5.240
WAN (100Mbps, 25ms) 101.905 50.567 155.027 103.970

SHA-256 LAN (1Gbps, 1ms) 4.729 2.286 9.392 6.828
WAN (100Mbps, 25ms) 102.131 50.577 160.933 110.272

SHA-512 LAN (1Gbps, 1ms) 4.934 2.291 12.221 10.448
WAN (100Mbps, 25ms) 103.404 50.650 176.338 124.731

and the correctness of FHW[Mmask-GC]’s outputs are preserved
since we only consider passive corruption. For P2’s privacy, since
P2’s input is masked by pseudo random bits, P1 cannot learn
P2’s real input. When P2 is corrupted, we can extract its inputs
from the masked input received by P1.
Efficiency. Table. 4 shows the performance comparison our two
semi-honest setting protocols ΠOT-GC

2pc and Πmask-GC
2pc . We take

the AES-128, SHA-256, and SHA-512 circuit evaluation as
benchmarks. In the LAN setting, Πmask-GC

2pc is 2.06-2.15X faster
w.r.t. the Garbler’s running time and 1.16-1.45X faster w.r.t.
the Evaluator’s running time than ΠOT-GC

2pc . In the WAN setting,
Πmask-GC

2pc is 2.01-2.04X faster w.r.t. the Garbler’s running time
and 1.41-1.49X faster w.r.t. the Evaluator’s running time than
ΠOT-GC

2pc .

7. Implementation and Benchmarks

Our protocols are implemented in C++ using Intel SGX SDK
on Linux. We use AES-NI for the PRF and PRG algorithms.
To efficiently generate ROT’s in the SGX enclave, we carefully
analyze the performance bottleneck and notice that if we just
generate one instance of ROT per batch, then the Receiver needs
to enter the enclave for many times, and the enter/exit may cause
performance loss. Because this, we group multiple ROT’s into
a batch, and choose the optimal batch size according to the test
result.

We already explained our choice of GC optimizations in
Sec. 2, and here we provide more details. Denote the seed of the
garbled circuit as k, to generate the wire labels, we first compute
the PRFk(0) and force its least significant bit to be 1, and the
result is the ∆ in the free-XOR optimization. Subsequently, we
invoke the PRF for n times in the form PRFk(i) to generate the
0-label of the i-th input, then we compute ∆ ⊕ PRFk(i) to get
the 1-label of the i-th input. After obtaining all the wire labels,
we computes k

′
:= PRFk(n + 1) as the seed for generation of

garbled tables.
With regard to the generation of the garbled circuits, we

assume the order of the gates in the circuit description is layer-
designed such that, for a gate to be garbled, it’s input wire won’t
be the output wire of a gate that hasn’t been garbled. Hence, we
can garble the gates as this order. For a XOR gate, since free-
XOR is used, its garbled tables is eliminated, and we simply
XOR the two input wires’ 0-label to obtain the 0-label of the
output wire. For each non-XOR gate, we generate 4 ciphertexts
for different input wire label combinations. After that, we can

determine each ciphertext’s place in the garbled table according
to the select bit, i.e., the least significant bit of the wire labels,
as desribed in the point-and-permute optimization. Denote the
first input wire label’s select bit as sa and the second input wire
label’s select bit as sb, the ciphertext derived from these two wire
labels will be placed in the (sa+2∗sb+1)-th row of the garbled
table. Furthermore, since we adopt the GRR3 optimization, we
compute the output wire’s label in this way: if the first row is
generated from two 1-label, we set the value of output wire’s 1-
label as the first row’s value; otherwise, we set the value of the
output wire’s 0-label as the first row’s value. Once we know the
value of the output wire’s 0-label/1-label, the other label can be
computed by simply XOR ∆ with it. Next, we XOR each row
with appropriate output wire label, then the first row becomes
an all 0 string and thus can be eliminated.

The evaluation process use the same seed as the garbling
process, since the SGX enclave runs on the Evaluator’s machine,
this seed can be locally transferred. The evaluation order is also
as in the circuit description. For each XOR gate, the Evaluator
only has two wire labels and we XOR these two label to obtain
the result. For each non-XOR gate, we invoke H with the input
wire labels, and decrypt one row in the garbled table, whose
place can be computed according to the input wire labels’ select
bits.

We use two types of hash functions in our construction. To
efficiently generate the GC table, we instantiate the hash function
H using block ciphers.This idea can trace back to the JustGarble
system [20], where Bellare et al. modeled a public fixed-key AES
as a random permutation π, and construct the garbled circuit
bashed on π. Motivated by JustGarble, Zahur et al. [15] use a
random permutation π to construct the hash function H , and π
is instantiated by a public fixed-key AES in a particular way.
However, in recent work of Guo et al. [21], an attack that can
completely break the security of garbling scheme instantiated by
public fixed-key AES is found, and they claim that constructing
the hash function in a different way can prevent this attack. Their
implementation is also based on AES, while the hash function
is evaluated on both the input and a tweak, and it involves re-
keying AES rather than fixed-key AES. In our implementation,
we construct the hash function H based on the work of Guo et
al. [21]. On the other hand, in our malicious setting, we mostly
need the compression property of the underlying hash function
for efficient verification; therefore, SHA256 is adopted.

We perform the experiments on an SGX-enabled Dell Opti-
Plex 7080 equipped with an Intel Core 8700 CPU @ 3.20 GHz



with 32.0 GB RAM, running Ubuntu 18.04 LTS.
We evaluate all protocols in two simulated network settings:

(i) a LAN setting with 1Gbps bandwidth and 0.1ms delay and
(ii) a WAN setting with 100Mbps bandwidth and 25ms delay.

To test the performance of our ROT generation protocol, we
compared our protocol with the implementation of the IKNP OT
extension protocol [13] and Ferret OT extension protocol [14]
in EMP-ROT [11]. Table. 1 shows the performance comparison
for generating 104 to 108 instances of ROT, where the result is
the average of 10 tests.

To test the performance of the 2PC protocols, our bench-
marks use three Bristol Fashion format circuits [22], which
consists of only AND gates, XOR gates and inverters; namely,
AES-128 circuit, SHA-256 circuit and SHA-512 circuit. The
AES-128 circuit contains 36919 wires and 36663 gates, in-
cluding 6400 AND gates; in this circuit, P1’s input size, P2’s
input size and the output size are all 128 bits. The SHA-256
circuit contains 135841 wires and 135073 gates, including 22573
AND gates; in this circuit, P1’s input size is 512 bits, P2’s
input size and the output size are both 256 bits. The SHA-512
circuit contains 351153 wires and 349617 gates, including 57947
AND gates; in this circuit, P1’s input size is 1024 bits, P2’s
input size and the output size are both 512 bits. For the semi-
honest setting protocol, we compared our protocol with EMP-
SH2PC [11] (EMP-SH2PC provides an efficient semi-honest
2PC implementation based on Yao’s GC protocol with half-
gates [15] optimization); for the malicious setting protocol, we
compared our protocol with EMP-AG2PC [11] (EMP-AG2PC
implements an efficient maliciously secure two-party computa-
tion protocol, authenticated garbling [10]).

Table. 2 shows the performance comparison for evaluating
the aforementioned benchmark circuits for 1000 times using the
semi-honest setting protocols, and the results are the average
of 10 tests. Table. 3 shows the performance comparison for
evaluating the aforementioned benchmark circuits once using the
malicious setting protocols, and the results are the average of
100 tests. All the one-time expenses are omitted, e.g., creating
enclave in our protocol and initialize Fpre in EMP-AG2PC.
Alternative Deployment Setting. Alternative TEE techniques can
be adopted to realize the FHW functionality in case the side-
channel leakages of SGX is a concern. For instance, we could
deploy a TEE server aside of P2 with fast local connection.

8. Related Work

As a closely related work, Mohassel et al. [9] proposed
a scheme that enables efficient secure computation on mobile
phones. Their protocol is constructed in a Server-Aided set-
ting, where a semi-honest (covert) server who does not collude
with protocol players is used to accelerate computation. Their
protocol is based on the GMW protocol [23] and the Beaver
triples [24], and is secure against malicious adversary. Although
looks similar, there are many differences between this work
and theirs. Our intention is to reduce the communication in
the protocol execution, so we use trusted hardware that can
be deployed locally to assist computation, while they focus
on light-weight schemes that can be implemented on mobile

phones. Moreover, unlike [9], the semi-trusted hardware can be
maliciously corrupted in our model.

Wang et al. [10] proposed an efficient framework for ma-
liciously secure two-party computation, which is known as
Authenticated Garbling. Later, Katz et al. [25] make authenti-
cated garbling compatible with the half-gates [15] optimization,
resulting in a protocol for malicious secure 2PC in which the
communication complexity of the online phase is essentially
equivalent to that of state-of-the-art semi-honest secure 2PC.

Gupta et al. [26] proposed a protocol using Intel SGX for
SFE problem which is secure in the semi-honest model, they
also show how to improve their protocol’s security. However,
no implementation is provided in their work due to the lack of
equipments. They also notice the problem that the developers
need to trust hardware and hard supplier when using Intel SGX,
but don’t propose a feasible solution.

Bahmani et al. [27] proposed an intuitive approach in which
the program in an isolated execution environment (IEE) plays the
role of a trusted third party and the major part of computational
load is left to the untrusted machine. In this way, they reach
a minimum communication complexity that only depends on
number of inputs and outputs. Obviously, the trust to IEE and
hardware manufacturer is crucial. They introduced a novel notion
of labelled attested computation (LAC) and give a LAC-based
solution with rigorous security guarantees. They implement Intel
SGX-based version of their protocol and compare it with the
ABY framework, and their solution is hundreds of times faster
than ABY.

Felsen et al. [28] proposed an Intel SGX-based secure func-
tion evaluation (SFE) approach in which private inputs are sent
to enclave. In their protocol, only the inputs and the outputs
need to be transferred, the communication complexity of their
protocol is optimal up to an additive constant. They evaluate
the Boolean circuit representation of the function in enclave to
provide security with regards to software side-channel attacks. In
addition, they reduce the problem of private function evaluation
(PFE) to the problem of SFE by using universal circuits and are
the first to address PFE problem via TEEs. They give a prototype
implementation of their protocol and compare its performance
with state-of-the-art implementations of Yao’s GC and the GMW
protocols.

Choi et al. [29] consider the possibility of SGX being
compromised and want to protect the most sensitive data in any
case. They propose a hybrid SFE-SGX protocol which consists
of calculation in SGX enclave and standard cryptographic tech-
niques. The function to be evaluated is partitioned into several
round functions, the odd rounds are executed in enclave and
the even rounds are done using a scheme based on garbled
circuit. They claim that, if the partition scheme is proper, which
means no private inputs is leaked by intermediate values, their
hybrid approach ensures security against semi-hones adversary.
They also notice that there are numerous side-channel attacks
against SGX that can extract information from enclave, so they
deploy corresponding mitigation techniques to protect privacy.
They present how to use this hybrid protocol to solve privacy-
preserving retrieval and privacy-preserving navigation. In Choi’s
work, the enclave gets part of the private input, while we ensure
the enclave is isolated with any private data and only produce



information independent of inputs, which guarantees privacy
even if the enclave is compromised.

Chakraborty et al. [30] use the trusted hardware to enable
intellectual property protection. They propose an obfuscation
framework called Hardware Protected Neural Network (HPNN)
in which a deep neural network is trained as a function of a secret
key and then, the obfuscated deep learning model is hosted on
a public model sharing platform.

9. Conclusion

In this work, we investigate the problem where the trusted
hardware manufacturer are not fully trusted, and the hardware
components may leak sensitive information to the remote servers
through backdoors, side-channels, steganography, and kleptog-
raphy, etc. In our model, the adversary is allowed to passively
and/or maliciously corrupt the hardware component. We present
two efficient semi-honest setting 2PC protocols and one efficient
malicious setting 2PC protocol. The communication of our pro-
tocols only depends on the input size regardless the circuit size.
We implemented our protocols and compared it with the EMP-
toolkit. When the semi-trusted hardware is instantiated by Intel
SGX, our ROT protocol is several magnitude times faster than
the EMP-IKNP-ROT and EMP-Ferret-ROT, and our semi-honest
setting (and malicious setting) 2PC protocol is also significantly
faster than the EMP-SH2PC (and EMP-AG2PC). We will gener-
alize our technique to more multi-party computation scenarios,
such as PSI and PPML, in the future.
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Appendix

1. Descriptions of Mmask-GC and Πmask-GC
2pc

In this section, we provide a detailed description of Mmask-GC

and Πmask-GC
2pc , the optimization techniques we adopted is the

same as in the protocol ΠOT-GC
2pc .

We first define the Turing machine Mmask-GC for FHW. As
depicted in Fig. 6, Mmask-GC generates input masks and masked
garbled circuit. When P1 sends 〈MASK, 〈k0

1, f1〉〉 and P2 sends
〈MASK, 〈k0

2, f2〉〉, Mmask-GC asserts P1 and P2 send the same
circuit f1 = f2, and it sets the seed by k0 := k0

1 ⊕ k0
2 . Mmask-GC

then generates the input masks (ρ1, . . . , ρf1.n)← PRG(k0) and
sends P1 and P2 their respective masks.

When P1 sends 〈GC, 〈k1
1, f1〉〉 and P2 sends 〈GC, 〈k1

2, f2〉〉,
Mmask-GC asserts P1 and P2 send the same circuit f1 = f2, and
it sets the seed of the masked garbled circuit by k1 := k1

1 ⊕ k1
2 .

To generate the wire labels, Mmask-GC sets ∆← PRFk1(0). Then
for i ∈ [f.n], it computes the 0-label X0

i ← PRFk1(i) and the 1-
label is set by X1

i := X0
i ⊕∆. After that, Mmask-GC generates the

garbled tables in topological order. We use G(i, j, k) to represent
a gate: its input wires are the i-th wire and the j-wire, and its
output wire is the k-th wire. For an XOR gate, we simply sets the
mask and the 0-label of the k-th wire as ρk = ρi⊕ρj and X0

k =
X0
i ⊕X0

j ; for an AND gate, we first computes T := H(X0
i , X

0
j ),

then set the output wire’s mask ρk := T[1] ⊕ (ρi ∧ ρj) and its
T[1]-label XT[1]

k := T , note that this label can either be 0-label
or 1-label, and the other label has an offset ∆ with it. After
the mask bit of all three wires are known, Mmask-GC computes
a masked truth value, and generates the masked garbled table

by U1 := H(X0
i , X

1
j ) ⊕ X x̂

(0,1)
k

k , U2 := H(X1
i , X

0
j ) ⊕ X x̂

(1,0)
k

k

and U3 := H(X1
i , X

1
j ) ⊕ X x̂

(1,1)
k

k . At the end, Mmask-GC sends
∆ and the input wires’ 0-labels to P1, and sends the masked
garbled tables and the decoding information to P2. The decoding
information is the mask bits of the output wires.

We depict the protocol Πmask-GC
2pc in Fig. 7 , where f is the

function that P1 and P2 want to jointly compute. In Πmask-GC
2pc ,

both parties first pick their random number k0
i ← {0, 1}λ, i ∈

1, 2, and send (Run, sid, 〈MASK, 〈k0
i , f〉〉) to FHW[MOT-GC].

FHW[MOT-GC] returns the masks ρi to P1 and P2 so they can
use these masks to hide their inputs.

After that, P2 computes zi+n1
:= x2,i ⊕ ρi+n1

, for i ∈
[n2] and picks another random number k1

2 ← {0, 1}λ. It
then sends {zi+n1}i∈[n2] to P1 and (Run, sid, 〈GC, 〈k1

2, f〉〉) to
FHW[MOT-GC].

Subsequently, P2 also picks random k1
1 ← {0, 1}λ and

sends (Run, sid, 〈GC, (k1
1, f)〉) to FHW[MOT-GC], which will re-

ply (Run, sid, (∆, {X0
i }i∈[n])). It uses the masks to hide its input

by computing zi := x1,i ⊕ ρi, for i ∈ [n1]. Next, it selects
wire labels corresponding to both P1 and P2’s masked input, if
zi = 1, it XOR ∆ with X0

i to obtain X1
i . It sends the input wire

labels {Zi := X
x̂1,i

i }i∈[n1] and {Zi+n1 := X
x̂2,i

i+n1
}i∈[n2] and its

masked input {zi}i∈[n1] to P2.
After P2 receiving P1’s masked inputs {zi}i∈[n1] and these

input wire labels {Zi}i∈[n] from P1, and the garbled tables and
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Mmask-GC(x1, x2; Ψ) :

• Parse x1 = 〈CMD1, x
′
1〉 and x2 = 〈CMD2, x

′
2〉;

• If CMD1 = CMD2 = MASK:
– Parse x′1 = 〈k01, f1〉 and x′2 = 〈k02, f2〉;
– Assert f1 = f2;
– Set k0 := k01 ⊕ k02 ;
– Generate (ρ1, . . . , ρf1.n)← PRG(k0);
– Return y1 := {ρi}i∈[f1.n1], y2 := {ρi}i∈[f1.n1+1,f1.n], and

Ψ := {ρi}i∈[f1.n];
• If CMD1 = CMD2 = GC:

– Parse x′1 = 〈k11, f1〉 and x′2 = 〈k12, f2〉;
– Assert f1 = f2;
– Set k1 := k11 ⊕ k12 ;
– Generate ∆← PRFk1 (0);
– For i ∈ [f1.n], generate X0

i ← PRFk1 (i) and X1
i := X0

i ⊕∆;
– Generate the garbled circuit F in topological order:

For each gate G(i, j, k):
∗ XOR gate: set ρk = ρi ⊕ ρj and X0

k = X0
i ⊕X0

j ;
∗ AND gate:

· Set T := H(X0
i , X

0
j );

· Set x̂(0,0)
k = T[1] and X

x̂
(0,0)
k
k := T ;

· Set ρk := T[1] ⊕ (ρi ∧ ρj);
· Set x̂(0,1)

k := (ρi ∧ ρj ⊕ 1)⊕ ρk;
· Set x̂(1,0)

k := (ρi ⊕ 1 ∧ ρj)⊕ ρk;
· Set x̂(1,1)

k := (ρi ⊕ 1 ∧ ρj ⊕ 1)⊕ ρk;
· Generate the garbled table as

U1 := H(X0
i , X

1
j )⊕Xx̂

(0,1)
k
k ,

U2 := H(X1
i , X

0
j )⊕Xx̂

(1,0)
k
k , and

U3 := H(X1
i , X

1
j )⊕Xx̂

(1,1)
k
k , where

X
(0)
k ⊕X(1)

k = ∆;

– Return y1 := (∆, {X0
i }i∈[f1.n]) and y2 := (F, d), where F

consists of all the AND gates’ garbled table and d consists of the
mask bit for the output wire;

Description of Mmask-GC

Figure 6: Description of Mmask-GC

decoding information F, d from FHW[Mmask-GC], it evaluates the
garbled circuit in topological order according to the masked
inputs and their corresponding labels, and it decodes the output
using the mask bits.

2. Security Proof in the Malicious Setting

Theorem 2. If PRF : {0, 1}λ × {0, 1}λ 7→ {0, 1}λ is a secure
PRF function, PRG : {0, 1}λ 7→ {0, 1}`(λ) is a secure PRG
function, H : {0, 1}∗ 7→ {0, 1}λ is a collision resistant hash
function, and GC := (Gb,En,Ev,De) is a secure simulatable
private garbling scheme, protocol ΠOT-GC

2pc (malicious setting)
described in Fig. 4 UC-realizes Ff2pc as described in Fig. 1 in
the FHW[MOT-GC]-hybrid model against any PPT malicious ad-
versaries who can corrupt either FHW[MOT-GC] or the player(s)
P1 (and/or P2) with static corruption.

Proof. To prove Thm. 2, we construct a simulator S such that no
non-uniform PPT environment Z can distinguish between (i) the
real execution EXEC

FHW[MOT-GC]

ΠOT-GC
2pc ,A,Z where the parties P := {P1, P2}

run protocol ΠOT-GC
2pc in the FHW[MOT-GC]-hybrid model and

the corrupted parties are controlled by a dummy adversary A
who simply forwards messages from/to Z , and (ii) the ideal

execution EXECFf2pc,S,Z
where the parties P1 and P2 interact

with functionality Ff2pc in the ideal world, and corrupted parties
are controlled by the simulator S. We consider following cases.

Case 1: FHW[MOT-GC] is corrupted; P1 and P2 are honest.

Simulator. The simulator S internally runs A, forwarding mes-
sages to/from the environment Z . S simulates the interface of
FHW[MOT-GC] as well as honest parties P1 and P2. In addition,
the simulator S simulates the following interactions with A.
• Upon receiving (COMPUTENOTIFY, sid, |x2|, P2) from the

external Ff2pc, the simulator S picks random k0
2 ← {0, 1}λ

and then sends (Run, sid, 〈ROT, 〈k0
2, n2〉〉) to FHW[MOT-GC]

on behave of P2.
• Upon receiving (COMPUTENOTIFY, sid, |x1|, P1) from the

external Ff2pc, the simulator S picks random k0
1 ← {0, 1}λ.

For i ∈ [n2], the simulator S generates R0
i ← PRFk01 (i, 0),

R1
i ← PRFk01 (i, 1), and it computes σ0

1,i := H(R0
i ), σ

1
1,i :=

H(R1
i ). S then sends (Run, sid, 〈ROT, 〈k0

1, n2〉〉) to
FHW[MOT-GC] and {σ0

1,i, σ
1
1,i}i∈[n2] to P2 on behave of P1.

• Upon receiving (Run, sid, Qi) from the party Pi ∈ P via
the interface of FHW[MOT-GC], S acts as FHW[MOT-GC] to
send (RUNNOTIFY, sid, Qi, Pi) to A. S then simulates the
FHW[MOT-GC] functionality as defined.

• When the simulated party P2 receives {Rbii }i∈[n2] from
FHW[MOT-GC] and {σ0

1,i, σ
1
1,i}i∈[n2] from P1, S acts as P2

to compute (b1, . . . , bn2) ← PRG(k0
2). For i ∈ [n2], S

computes σ̂1,i := H(Rbii ), and asserts σ̂1,i = σbi1,i. After
that, it sends {ci := bi}i∈[n2] to the simulated party P1 and
send (Run, sid, 〈GC, f〉) to FHW[MOT-GC].

• When the simulated party P1 receives {ci}i∈[n2] from the
simulated party P2, S acts as P1 to pick random k1

1 ←
{0, 1}λ and generate (F̂ , ê, d̂)← Gb(1λ, f ; k1

1). It then sets
σ2 := H(F̂ , d̂) and parses ê = {(X0

i , X
1
i )}i∈[n]. Thereafter,

S acts as P1 according to the protocol description as if
x1 = 0. More specifically, for i ∈ [n2]: S computes W 0

i :=
Rcii ⊕X0

n1+i and W 1
i := Rci⊕1

i ⊕X1
n1+i; it then computes

σ̂ci⊕1
3,i = H(Rci⊕1

i ⊕ X0
n1+i, R

ci
i ⊕ X1

n1+i). After that, S
sends (Run, sid, 〈GC, 〈k1

1, f〉〉) to FHW[MOT-GC] and {Zi :=
X0
i }i∈[n1], σ2, and {W 0

i ,W
1
i , σ̂

ci⊕1
3,i }i∈[n2] to P2.

• When the simulated party P2 receives {Zi}i∈[n1], σ2, and
{W 0

i ,W
1
i , σ̂

ci⊕1
3,i }i∈[n2] from P1 and (Run, sid, (F, d)) from

FHW[MOT-GC], S computes σ̂2 := H(F, d), and asserts
σ̂2 = σ2. Thereafter, for i ∈ [n2], S computes σ̂ci3,i :=
H(W 0

i ,W
1
i ), and asserts σ̂0

3,i = σ0
3,i and σ̂1

3,i = σ1
3,i.

• Upon receiving (OUTPUT, sid, P2) from the external Ff2pc,
the simulator S returns (DELIVER, sid, P2) if and only if
all the checks are valid.

Indistinguishability. Assume the communication between
P1 and P2 is via the secure channel functionality FSC, the
views of A and Z in EXEC

FHW[MOT-GC]

ΠOT-GC
2pc ,A,Z and EXECFf2pc,S,Z

are
identical except the scenario where the real-world output y is
different from the ideal-world output y′. This happens when
the malicious FHW[MOT-GC] provides inconsistent information,



Protocol description:
• Upon receiving (COMPUTE, sid, xi := (xi,1, . . . , xi,ni )) from the environment Z , Pi:

– Pick random k0i ← {0, 1}λ;
– Send (Run, sid, 〈MASK, 〈k0i , f〉〉) to FHW[MOT-GC];

• Upon receiving (Run, sid, {ρi}i∈[n1+1,n]) from FHW[Mmask-GC], P2:
– For i ∈ [n2]: compute zi+n1 := x2,i ⊕ ρi+n1 ;
– Pick random k12 ← {0, 1}λ;
– Send {zi+n1

}i∈[n2] to P1;
– Send (Run, sid, 〈GC, 〈k12, f〉〉) to FHW[MOT-GC];

• Upon receiving (Run, sid, {ρi}i∈[n1]) from FHW[Mmask-GC] and {zi}i∈[n1+1,n] from P2, P1:

– Pick random k11 ← {0, 1}λ;
– Send (Run, sid, 〈GC, (k11, f)〉) to FHW[MOT-GC], which will reply (Run, sid, (∆, {X0

i }i∈[n])) ;
– For i ∈ [n1]: compute zi := x1,i ⊕ ρi;
– Send {zi}i∈[n1], {Zi := X

x̂1,i
i }i∈[n1] and {Zi+n1 := X

x̂2,i
i+n1

}i∈[n2] to P2;

• Upon receiving {zi}i∈[n1] and {Zi}i∈[n] from P1 and (Run, sid, (F, d)) from FHW[Mmask-GC], P2:
– Evaluate the garbled circuit in topological order. For each gate G(i, j, k):
∗ XOR gate, compute zk := zi ⊕ zj and Zk := Zi ⊕ Zj ;
∗ AND gate, compute T := H(Zi, Zj). If 2 ∗ zi + zj = 0, set zk := T[1] and Zk := T ; else, decode the (2 ∗ zi + zj − 1)-th row of the

garbled table by computing zk := (T ⊕ U2∗zi+zj )[1] and Zk := T ⊕ U2∗zi+zj ;
– For i ∈ [m], decode the output by computing yi := zi+N−m ⊕ λi+N−m;
– Return (COMPUTE, sid, {yi}i∈[m]) to the environment Z;

Protocol Πmask-GC
2pc

Figure 7: The semi-honest setting protocol Πmask-GC
2pc in the FHW[Mmask-GC]-hybrid model

yet she manages to pass all the hash validations. It means that
the adversary provides at least one different hash preimage
that would hashes to the same value as the original preimage.
Therefore, the simulator and the adversary can jointly outputs
two messages m1 6= m2 such that H(m1) = H(m2). Assume
H is a collision resistant cryptographic hash function, the
views of A and Z in EXEC

FHW[MOT-GC]

ΠOT-GC
2pc ,A,Z and EXECFf2pc,S,Z

are
indistinguishable.

Case 2: P1 is corrupted; P2 and FHW[MOT-GC] are honest.

Simulator. The simulator S internally runs A, forwarding mes-
sages to/from the environment Z . S simulates the interface of
FHW[MOT-GC] as well as honest P2. In addition, the simulator
S simulates the following interactions with A.
• Upon receiving (COMPUTENOTIFY, sid, |x2|, P2) from the

external Ff2pc, the simulator S picks random k0
2 ← {0, 1}λ

and then sends (Run, sid, 〈ROT, 〈k0
2, n2〉〉) to FHW[MOT-GC]

on behave of P2.
• Upon receiving (Run, sid, 〈ROT, 〈k0

1, n2〉〉) from P1

and (Run, sid, 〈ROT, 〈k0
2, n2〉〉) from P2, S acts

as FHW[MOT-GC] to compute R0
i ← PRFk01 (i, 0),

R1
i ← PRFk01 (i, 1), and picks a random bi ← {0, 1}, for

i ∈ [n2]. S then sends {Rbii }i∈[n2] to the simulated party
P2 on behave of FHW[MOT-GC].

• When the simulated party P2 receives {Rbii }i∈[n2] from
FHW[MOT-GC] and {σ0

1,i, σ
1
1,i}i∈[n2] from P1, for i ∈ [n2],

S uses the internal bi to computes σ̂1,i := H(Rbii ), and
asserts σ̂1,i = σbi1,i. After that, it sends {ci := bi}i∈[n2] to
P1 and send (Run, sid, 〈GC, f〉) to FHW[MOT-GC].

• When the simulated party P2 receives {Zi}i∈[n1], σ2, and
{W 0

i ,W
1
i , σ̂

ci⊕1
3,i }i∈[n2] from P1 and (Run, sid, (F, d)) from

FHW[MOT-GC], S computes σ̂2 := H(F, d), and asserts
σ̂2 = σ2. Thereafter, S fetches the internal GC label
information (F, e, d) and {R0

i , R
1
i }i∈[n2] from the simulated

FHW[MOT-GC]. For i ∈ [n2], S acts as P2 to assert W 0
i =

Rcii ⊕X0
n1+i , W 1

i = Rci⊕1
i ⊕X1

n1+i and σ̂ci⊕1
3,i = σci⊕1

3,i . In
addition, S uses the internal GC label information (F, e, d)
of the simulated FHW[MOT-GC] together with {Zi}i∈[n1] to
extract P1’s input x∗1. It then sends (COMPUTE, sid, x∗1) to
the external Ff2pc on behave of P1.

• Upon receiving (OUTPUT, sid, P2) from the external Ff2pc,
the simulator S returns (DELIVER, sid, P2) if and only if all
the checks are valid and A allows P2 to finish the protocol
execution and obtains y.

Indistinguishability. The indistinguishability is proven through
a series of hybrid worlds H0, . . . ,H3.
Hybrid H0: It is the real protocol execution EXEC

FHW[MOT-GC]

ΠOT-GC
2pc ,A,Z .

Hybrid H1: H1 is the same as H0 except that in H1, the ROT
choice bits b1, . . . , bn2

are true random bits instead of computing
from (b1, . . . , bn2

)← PRG(k0
2).

Claim 5. If PRG : {0, 1}λ 7→ {0, 1}n2 is a secure PRG function
with adversarial distinguishing advantage AdvPRG(A, λ), then
H1 and H0 are indistinguishable with distinguishing advantage
AdvPRG(A, λ).

Proof. It is a straightforward reduction; namely, by hybrid argu-
ment, we can show that if there exists an adversary A who can
distinguish H1 from H0, then we can construct an adversary B
who can break the PRG.

Hybrid H2: H2 is the same as H1 except that in H2, P2 sends
{c′i := bi}i∈[n2] to P1, instead of {ci := bi ⊕ x2,i}i∈[n2].

Claim 6. H2 and H1 are perfectly indistinguishable.



Proof. Since bi are the ROT select bits randomly picked by
FHW[MOT-GC], the distribution of {c′i}i∈[n2] and {ci}i∈[n2] are
identical. Therefore, H2 and H1 are perfectly indistinguish-
able.

Hybrid H3: H3 is the same as H2 except that in H3,
P2 fetches the internal GC label information (F, e, d) and
{R0

i , R
1
i }i∈[n2] from the simulated FHW[MOT-GC]. After receiv-

ing {W 0
i ,W

1
i }i∈[n2] from P1, it checks if W 0

i = Rcii ⊕X0
n1+i

and W 1
i = Rci⊕1

i ⊕X1
n1+i; otherwise, S aborts.

Claim 7. If H is a collision resistant cryptographic hash func-
tion, H3 and H2 are indistinguishable.

Proof. The difference between H2 and H3 is that in H2, P2

only checks H(W 0
i ,W

1
i ) whereas in H3, P2 directly checks if

W 0
i = Rcii ⊕X0

n1+i and W 1
i = Rci⊕1

i ⊕X1
n1+i. It is easy to see

when H is a collision resistant cryptographic hash function, H3

and H2 are indistinguishable.

The adversary’s view of H3 is identical to the simulated view
EXECFf2pc,S,Z

. Therefore, the overall distinguishing advantage is
AdvPRG(A, λ).

Case 3: P2 is corrupted; P1 and FHW[MOT-GC] are honest.

Simulator. The simulator S internally runs A, forwarding mes-
sages to/from the environment Z . S simulates the interface of
FHW[MOT-GC] as well as honest P1. In addition, the simulator
S simulates the following interactions with A.
• Upon receiving (COMPUTENOTIFY, sid, |x1|, P1) from the

external Ff2pc, the simulator S picks random k0
1 ← {0, 1}λ.

For i ∈ [n2], the simulator S picks random R0
i ← {0, 1}λ,

R1
i ← {0, 1}λ, and it computes σ0

1,i := H(R0
i ), σ

1
1,i :=

H(R1
i ). S then sends (Run, sid, 〈ROT, 〈k0

1, n2〉〉) to
FHW[MOT-GC] and {σ0

1,i, σ
1
1,i}i∈[n2] to P2 on behave of P1.

• Upon receiving (Run, sid, 〈ROT, 〈k0
1, n2〉〉) from P1

and (Run, sid, 〈ROT, 〈k0
2, n2〉〉) from P2, S acts as

FHW[MOT-GC] to compute (b1, . . . , bn2
) ← PRG(k0

2). S
then fetches {R0

i , R
1
i }i∈[n2] from the simulated P1 and

sends {Rbii }i∈[n2] to P2.
• When P1 receives {ci}i∈[n2] from P2, S fetches {bi}i∈[n2]

from FHW[MOT-GC]’s internal state. S then extracts P2’s
input x∗2,i := ci⊕bi. After that, it sends (COMPUTE, sid, x∗2)

to the external Ff2pc on behave of P2.
• Upon receiving (COMPUTE, sid, y) from the external Ff2pc

for P2, the simulator S uses the GC simulator to generate
(F ′, X ′, d′)← Sim(1λ, y,Φ(f)).

• Upon receiving (Run, sid, 〈GC, 〈k1
1, f〉〉) from P1 and

(Run, sid, 〈GC, f〉) from P2 to FHW[MOT-GC], S sends
(F ′, d′) as the GC tables and decode information to P2

on behave of FHW[MOT-GC]. S then uses X ′ as the wire
labels to generate {Zi}i∈[n1] and {W 0

i ,W
1
i , σ̂

ci⊕1
3,i }i∈[n2]

as follows:
1. For i ∈ [n1], set Zi := X ′i;
2. For i ∈ [n2]: set W x2,i

i := X ′n1+i ⊕ Rbii , W x2,i⊕1
i :=

Rbi⊕1
i , and σ̂ci⊕1

3,i := H(Rci⊕1
i ⊕X0

n1+i, R
ci
i ⊕X1

n1+i).
S then acts as P1 to send those messages to P2.

Indistinguishability. The indistinguishability is proven through
a series of hybrid worlds H0, . . . ,H2.
Hybrid H0: It is the real protocol execution EXEC

FHW[MOT-GC]

ΠOT-GC
2pc ,A,Z .

Hybrid H1: H1 is the same as H0 except that H1 uses true ran-
dom numbers R0

i , R
1
i ← {0, 1}λ instead of Rbi ← PRFk01 (i, b),

b ∈ {0, 1}.
Claim 8. If PRF : {0, 1}λ × {0, 1}λ 7→ {0, 1}λ is a se-
cure PRF function with adversarial distinguishing advantage
AdvPRF(A, λ), then H1 and H0 are indistinguishable with dis-
tinguishing advantage 2n2 · AdvPRF(A, λ).

Proof. It is a straightforward reduction; namely, by hybrid argu-
ment, we can show that if there exists an adversary A who can
distinguish H1 from H0, then we can construct an adversary B
who can break the PRF.

Hybrid H2: H2 is the same as H1 except that H2 generates
(F ′, X ′, d′) ← Sim(1λ, y,Φ(f)), and then it uses X ′ as the
wire labels to generate {Zi}i∈[n1] and {W x2,i

i , σ̂ci⊕1
3,i }i∈[n2].

FHW[MOT-GC] also sends (F ′, d′) as the GC tables and decoding
information to P2.

Claim 9. If GC is simulatable private with adversar-
ial distinguishing advantage Advprv.sim,Φ,SimGC (A, λ), then H2

and H1 are indistinguishable with distinguishing advantage
Advprv.sim,Φ,SimGC (A, λ).

Proof. First of all, by the requirement of simulatable privacy in
Def. 2, (F ′, X ′, d′)← Sim(1λ, y,Φ(f)) should be indistinguish-
able from the real one. Moreover, since P2 does not know Rbi⊕1

i ,
if there is an adversary A who can distinguish the distribution of
{W 0

i ,W
1
i }i∈[n2] from the real one with probability ε, then we

can construct an adversary B who has the same distinguishing
advantage Advprv.sim,Φ,SimGC (B, λ) = ε.

The adversary’s view of H2 is identical to the simulated
view EXECFf2pc,S,Z

. Therefore, if GC is simulatable private, the

views of A and Z in EXEC
FHW[MOT-GC]

ΠOT-GC
2pc ,A,Z and EXECFf2pc,S,Z

are
indistinguishable with distinguishing advantage

2n2 · AdvPRF(A, λ) + Advprv.sim,Φ,SimGC (A, λ) = negl(λ) .

Case 4: P1 and P2 are corrupted; FHW[MOT-GC] is honest.

Simulator. The simulator S internally runs A, forwarding mes-
sages to/from the environment Z . The simulator S simulates the
functionality FHW[MOT-GC].

Indistinguishability. This is a trivial case. Since both P1 and
P2 are controlled by the adversary A, no message is simulated
by S.

This concludes the proof.
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